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PREFACE

. It is our hope that those who wish to individualize and informalize their claSsrooms_

will be al to use our system as a model from whiCh to draw ideas. Our intention is to give an
example t an entire .program that can be implemented in a classroom, not just to, give dis-
jointed atnples of fun things to do., It is directed toward the experienced tea er as well as
the beginning teacher, We 'try to minimize theory and emphasizepecific wa s of implement
ing various changes.

. We have progressed .Since the writing of this book, and are continuing to grow and
learn. Much of what we have written could now he rewritten and added to, but this is how we
began, struggled and developed, These beginnings are important to us. We l3ope others benefit
from thein as we have, and as we cotitinue to move on.

There are many people whocontributed to the writing of this book, .and we would like
to give special acknowledgement to the, following:

To elliot Tocci, our princiPal at the Phillips School in Watertown; Massachusetts, who
is now working in New York. Hetencouraged us to pursue our philosophy and methods in the
face of pessimism and many obstacles. He supported our. efforts throughout, and, was our most
constructive critic. We will miss his forward thinking and exuberance.

To Dr. Henry Olds for his helpful comments and suggestions after 'Many readings of
drafts of the book, and for his belief in the system we were trying to build.

To our husbands, who are also educators, for their continuous support and helpful sug-
gestions throughout the writing of the book. .

To Dr. John R. Sullivan, Jr. it NESDEC for his interest in the-'book and his enthusiasm
in sharing our ideas with other educators.

TO Yvonne Ahern at NESDEC for her production and editing work, and to Cheryl
Chernack for her art work.

Most of all, we. thank our' students and their paren s who helped us to grbw along, with
them. Their, progress and enthusiasm gave us the impetus to write this book, They were our
most constant critics, and_the best promise we have of more change in the future.

Esther Kattef
Broc;kti#AF Public Schools

Jane Manzelli
Waterti.)000 public Schools
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In the fall. of 1973,. the New England School Development. Council in-

vited "authors without publishers" to submit manuscripts for our consideration
and possible publication. In response to our.invitation and through the, courtesy

of the school systems of Brookline and Watertown, Massachusetts,. Esther
Kattef and Jane Manzelli submittedMULTIPLE CHOICE, A Handbook for In-

.

formalizing. the Classroom, and we are pleased to publish it In so doing, it is

our hope that-it will have a' positive impact on ',:he.improvetnent of instruction

in schools... . ..
The field is replete with 'literature dealing with the. theories and. the con.:

cepts on the individualiiation of instruction. There is, hoWever, a noticeable

dearth of material which. addresses the practical but necessary aspects of the

topic. It is our feeling that in MULTIPLE CHOICE the authors have succeeded

in putting together a series of- practical suggestions which will go a long way in

helping educators toward individualization of instruction or thenfOrrnalization

Of the classroom.

If the staff, of any school desires to pursue some of the ideas contained
herein through a workshop or a series of workshops, be assured that NESDEC

A

is committed to serve as a facilitator to that end.

John R. Sullivan, Jr.

Executive Secretary
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INTRODUCTION':

We arc teachers, not scholars,. not super-idealistic educators, ;not impractical theorists:.

We want :to help the average teacher make his or her classroom exciting: We want -to bridge the

gap between -practicality and Idealism. This book is an attempt to answer' the teacher's specific.
questions and concerns, such as:

f.
"Howdo you go from reading groups to individualized.reading?"

"How do you move from group math lessons that are teacher directed
to students working at their own pace, independently?"

"How do you move from sterile composition to creative expression?"

"How do you begin to encourage students to work independently,
make decisions and be responsible?"

And, most of all,

"How do you get kids to, becOme involved in their learning and to
enjoy school?"

Have kids.asked.you lately,

"Can I have, another' fraction sheet?"

"Can I write some extra poems for the class newspaper?"

"Will you give me a conference on my book if I finish it duringslunch?"

"I still don't get prime numbers. Will you give me 'some help?"

"Jimmy is bothering our group again. Can we have a group meeting
to talk about it?"

"Is it O.K. if I read another book besides this one outside of school?"

We want 'to offer-some-practical and specific suggestions based on our experiences in
changing our \rooms from "Eh?" to "Ah? ", from just contentment to real enjoyment and

interest.

First, we would like to make a comparison between some basic premises of an indivi-

dualized classroom and a traditional r00111.

Individualized

Each student progresses at his own
rate.

Detailed records on academic and
,

social growth are kept to/keep_ track
of his progress.

I
/ Traditional

Usually students progress as a. group.
(All work together on the same thing
at the same time.) Grddes are used to
assess global ability.



2. Students make choices among
alternatives (within a defined struc-

-The child is responsible for planning
his time.so he completes.most of his
'work within the school day.

Students gain:independence, re-
sponsibility and self - confidence.

c stuaent is evaluated in terms
of his own ability and progress.

6. The atmosphere is more informal
where bOth the students and
teachers are relaxed.

Teacher offers few, if any, alterna-
tives. i

Teachdrs.are guides, catalysts.and
resource people.

The basis of the program is .a crust
among students and betWeen students
and teachers.'

The teacher determines what is to be
done and when.

Students are urged to conformand
be obedient.

Students are evaluated by ConiparisOn
to peers.

Formal 'atmosphere which encourages
some students to try and beat "the
system:"

The teacher is the 'dispenser of know-
ledge and information.

The program functions more on.the
basis' of extrinsic factors such as
grades and punishments..

One of the reasons the:more informal classroom ,.has been misunderstood is that many
teachers have not fully 'realized' their new role, the need for a structure, and.the tremendous

)1(amonnt Of work involved in'modifying the existing materials and nXakiiig and bringing

of new materials..Many' teachers jump on the bandwagon of freer education withou.rsegard to

a transitional approach, As a result, the teachers are unsure of/their role and'.the studeptsun-
aware- of theirs. These teachers do riot equip the classroom torfthe change in:prograni.le ob- <
jectives, and philosophy of the leacher and the resulting changes in attitudes; roles, acid the
mechanics of the room, are ,the important things; Thus; d new\ structure is formed whereby the

. ."rules of the game' are played." It goes. deeper than a ca sualand shallow external change in en-,

.vironment.:
f<4.

This book is organized by subject matter and in the order in which we changed our
rooms from fairly traditional to highly individualized. We. would like to begin with what we
feel is the most important aspect of a more informal and individualized Classroom. Trust is the
basic premise on which our classrooms operate. Though it is very difficult to attain and define,
we will attempt to make clear how we built a trust relationship. /

2'



I. TRUST

.
Before ii4lividualizing our classrooms, we' had to decide how tnucli we were wi ling to

trust our students and how .we were going to build such 'a relationship. We decided to "wipe
the slate Clean"' as far as what we had heard about the students'previous actions irfotheralass-'
rooms.' We let them knoW' that in our rooms they were starting; out. anew. In this.way, we felt,,

..we gave. the students added responsibility; and theywanted to live up-to:this mew:expectation
i of themselves. It was like.giving someone .a second chance. '. .

.

. , ,fr;,

It.is .hard to define trust. It is a total process that Is.constantly developing. W%:,Can only

relate, the instances' which we feel led up to establishmentPf a good rapport with our stu-
dents. For us, perhaps, the classmeetings were the most importTnt part of developing this pro- /

cess.We used 'the meetings 'as an .opportunity. to carry on give nd-take discussions. By talking ,
to our students on an equal level and not in an I-ThOd Man r, we tried to have the deVelop.i

a sense. of self-worth: They ,felt that they.: had a real impact .asindividuals, on the group as a.

whole. . . .
:I
1

In Esther's room, a situation occurredin which dile students were forced to deal with
each other's feelings. In this fifth grade class, the:students:held an election to appoin a persOn
who would select and rotate people weekly for class duties; The-class-nominated s.x people.'
They all campaigned vigorously and two. were 'selected from a primary. It so happened that.ofie
candidate was a boy- and the other was'a girl. Since,there were fourteen boys in the class and
Only seven girls, the boy felt he obvionsly..had it-'made. After another week of campaigning, the
students held..the. final election and the girl won by,, one vote. Needlessto say, the boy was dis-
traught. He and some of his friends tried to determine which boys had voted for the girl. After,
their names were diicoVered; the boys' who had voted for the gir were called "sissies" and ...

"Misses" and were OstraCizej. fro 'playing ball w. i.th the other boys. The girl was also being
hurt by the actions. of the boys. T e boys:who had voted for the girl couldn't coPe with the
name-calling and ostracism and soo six people were in tears. Thiscalted for a class.meeting. It
is difficult to explain the emotions and courage the students displayed at that meeting, but it
was'a moment. of triumph in trust. At first, there was total silence and a feeling that
had done something bad. Esther bt\oke thesilenee by simply stating that some people were
feelingrather badly. about what was happening to them. Again there was complete silence.
Then one yboy who had been called a sissy stood up, and choking back the tears,`"blurted in one
quick sentence, "People have different opinions and I voted for Ellen beiouse I thought she

. was the right one fpr the job, and you Can'thate me for thinking diqerently.from you; and if I
had to do it all over again, I would do the Same thing." With.that, lie quickly ran out of the
'room because he 'was going to burst into tears. Then, everyone started. talking at the same time.
The loser of the election made it known that the entire affair was his doing and he felt truly
sorry for, it. He,and.othersApolog;ied .to the group and later to the boy who had left. The dis-

.. ,-.. eussion contitiued with more talk a:.out differences among people and their ideas. The boys in
the class who had voted for the boy candidate just assumed that all the boys in the classshould .

.
.



have stuck together and voted for him.. puling the discussion they began to see hOW unfair that
assumption was Everyone in the class felt that what they said made a difference.

This, then, was a sign *of trust. It .seems to haVe. been very much tied' o the picture an
individual,had. of hrinself within the.group, The boy in tears had felt his, self-Wdrth.and that he

could say what he felt was his 'mind. This, of course, was not our first meeting. We hid been.,

having them regUlarly to" share thoughts and give direction for the day. We had built up*a pat- .

rn. whereby the students felt confident and comfortable enough to take part in discussions

(bOt --academic and social). Everyone did not always talk, but they-were 'aware that they could
--,_

if they ha&soinething to say. Esther was fortunate enough toohave had this crisis situttiimin'
which the students, felt that they could express -themselves freely..

:,-, , .. ,

Another th ing- -- did that helped build a good relatiOnship with our:students was to
talk to them about why certain things were being. &one,. For instance,- .at the beginning of
st.hool, Jane, gave diagnostic tests 'daily. Rather than just give the tests, like it or not, she ek-
plained that:she was giving, them so that she *could see where each person needed help so that'
they could work on it during the year The class felt at ease and even saw the necessity of tak-
ing the tests. They idn't feel they were being tested,' imposed upon, or just being given a lot
of work. They hadbeeri spoken to }Mainly and in an adult manner and reictesi accordingly.

. .

.

We also gave a of of encouragement and support when it was needed. e tried.to show

that we genuinely , car d' about each student. We would. sometimes go over a. student who

was dilly-dallying and ask hirh if anything was wrong with which we could help, We could also

have yelled and told him to get busy .fast (and there are tithes for this). But. \there are-trines
`When you know that a student can use sorne.attention; that somehOw he. doesti't quite believe'

you really care or want to help. FOr eXample, Danny had had a bad year prior to coming to
Jane's. room: He had earned a reputation of sorts. Now.he was faced. with Jane treating him
:rather fairly, ;,and although. he couldn't see why,' he began to reach;out a bit/Finally, one day
he went up to Jane and said, "I dOn't.tet any of these question's. Can you help Me?" He obt
viously didn't think She.was going to yell at him for not listening or he might not have asked..
He had reached a point where he trusted her enough to ask for help..,If theie were times when
Danny was duly irresponsible, Jane told him so. But Danny would knoW this; and .he .knew
that Jane. confronting him with it was fair; too! We Were consistent in our dealings with std-
dents and tried to be fair..You can't argue with thatthe students knew it..

So this is trust to pus. It's*the building of self -worth in the student. It's caring: It's
equality..It's fairness. It's .feeling really comfortable:

But :we've talked about trust from the students' point of view.'How do teachers trust
their .stn cots? Only if we trust students, will we feel comfortable in giving them alternatives
-arid. the lopportunity *to.,make decisions- on their own; How do we know that a student, will
choose an appropriate book if allowed to; or goy to the library to .do work when we simply
allow him to sign out? How do you know he'll make the ch6ice. we want him. to? It's simple.
We don't. Frankly, when we first .put a..signiout system on the board for ihe library. and lava-
tory, we were quite skeptical. We redly had little hope of this system working correctly. But it
was all part of an overall atmosphere we wanted to create, so we took a tranquilizer and let it

happen.. The.. fact that we gave.the students this, decision to make, coupled with the fair treat-
ment we were giving our students already gave 'us the upper edge. Theie were students who `

misused. the privilege once or twice, but c nfroneing them was also fair. And we let a student
know how we felt when he took advantag- &the system. We let him know that he had let us ,/

/-



/
down and shown he- couldn't make some deCisions yet. We did this in 'a quit discussion.

betWeert lie studelit and teacher. Depending on the circumstances, we would .ask him what
thou 0, we should. dif"-oi simply take the privilege aWay.fOr.awhile.- Again, there could be little

, merit, We hitebeen.'fair.
,

We wouldn't want to give teachers the idea: that 'trust-is easy to.build or that things.al-
ways go sm othly once a rapport has been established. Ther0are always tests on peOple in any
'relationship, and there .are.many such tests in the classroom. Some are easy .to see through and

some arc a eal disappointment, like George's story..
.

Ge rge--Was-in Esther's fifth grade Class. He was the kind of kid that had an adult sense
of humor Ind was a pleasure to have around. He seemed to understand everything;He'd under-
stand peo le's problems; he'd understand teachers'. dilemmaslike calling teachers Miss or Mrs.,

or Mr. or Ms., instead of using their first -names. "After all, teachers call us by our first name,
but I kil w they/ t ink-kids will take advantage of them or get too buddy-buddy or sometliing."-.
This wa George. He was very independent and responsible: Because of George's_ personality,

independence an re-§p-onsibility (which,lie had displayed many times over), Esther didn't worry
much abourhim. he.ktiiw he could work with very little help or coaxing:

..

It was near.the end of the year and eorge_.Was working on.a.division schedule in,math.

(These schedules,w II be explaiit4d.more.clearly later.) He was supposed, to do some pages every

day so that he CO division and go on to fractions. Esther Checked George's. other
t*work twice a week, and although he never had his atth at'sehool (he liked to do it ate home)
he always told her w ich pages he had.clone. She Wo remintrhim to bring in his notebook so,
he could Correct it to -make sure he was doing the p oblems correctly. In class, he:showed that

. he understood the pr blemiti,Ve were doing so it w s entirely believable that George was trtovT

ing right along. -Since Esther didn't worry about h'im, she would forget to ask him if he had\
brought in,his matth.

..This went Ian for about two weeks, until Est errealized she.had really neglected to fol-

o up on Georle., Wliei she asked him for his notebook and he didn't have it,.she ^sent him
home for it. ,, \ : I

.

,s -:

When George hadt\\'t returned an hour the he had left,
.. .

Esther called. his home. He an
\sweted the phone telyng her that he had stepped n glass and then -began. to cry. Esther told
him to take care of himself and-that she hoped t see. him back .soon. That day she thought
about George andthe math 4ild the glaSs story_and ealized why'be had-cried. Esther also knew
that she had perhapS tru_sted George blindly and yen him -a tremendous amount of responsi: .

bility, She kneW George hadn't stepped on glasS,and that he hadn't been doing his. math all
, along. This was much .her fault` as his. . .

When he'cifne in the n xt day,. he came right to Esther and' told .her,."1. haven't been
doing my math, 13t3i.- I.. did eigh pages yesterday., and will finislithe others today..7 The sat
down and worked 'out-a. plan 'wh. Teby he:would correct- all the math he had just done and do ..

. five pages after schooli,which he would also correct. He would then -Practice any difficulties.
and do the rest at hotne'lliat nig t; However, they also talked about what had happened and
why. 'Esther had had such high e pectatiOns of-George. that he just couldn't tell her that he

.- hadn't done the math whe' she che 'Iced his work, so.he made up a story. He hadno.eiceuse for\not having doneit in the first place . He had just gotten farther and. farther behind until it was
futile -to 'do any of it. But it was mo e than letting her down as a teacher that-bothered George



(be couldn't even look al, her thrOughout the conversation); it wa,: the whole trust thing. 'He

had believed in it and in Esther and he knew he had disappointed her as a person..Esther knew ,

she was also to blame for she ;had that Gorge was also a person and, therefore, fat

lible: She, had put too much\of a burden upon. him. Blind trust is dangerous even with the,
.

brightest of .students.
0

. i.
Now George is in Jane's -ro m and doing very well He occasionally calla Esther to talk

anal to inform her of his understanding of difision arid:fractions, seeking reassurance froin her,reassurance

of his ability. They never mention those. two weeks of no math. They !lad bOth learned a lot
and knew it had been a good, experience for them.

/.. . .;
So., as teachers we had to take. some chances. We had to give shidents the opportunity

to choose and to decide.: We had to build a trusting relationship; always reinembering that stu-

dentsdents are people with limits beyond which they cannot be pushed. :
,,

,

This- new elationship -between Us.aina-pur students. was. also the,beginni gof.a change_

in roles. Ct was difficult 'for us-to alter our,roles from that of the wiser person--whO fioSsesses all

skills and \knowl dge to a fleXible, resourceful person.. who guide:. and stimulat the student

through thp learning prodess. We realiz d that, we. didn't have to,,,be'afraid t say, 'I don't
knoW," when .a; student asked us som ing..-We could decide, together,- where tollook for the

answer.. Here we were in the position f also learning and the student saw us as more real, more --

fallible, more human.
,

a'

This is not to Say, that we, as.teacners., did not know anything or did not have answers:,
On thecontrary, we had a wide range of knowledge and interests, but the manner in which this

knowledge was shared with ,the.stUdent changed. Rather than dishing out answers and inforina-.

tion, we tried: to direct StUdentswhere to find the.inforniation and, at the saMetime,,proyide
intereSting and engrossing-topics. for research. At the opportune time, we did in7depth research

on .topics and brought-in material and. information to assist the student in the quest for know-

ledge and answers, We respected the\studente abilities to search for answers and, information;
but at the same time, gave them a good background and. made them aware of what was around,
We felt that very little learning could occur: in a.elagOtiotn where the teacher dOes not tak"the

. .

.respOnsibility'for proyiding this basic str cture.and dir tion within which the child can?work:
i,

An example of a room where this'r sponsibility w s refused 'was when a teacher worked

at changing the physicalenviron-ment to ma e .the room more informal. But she'stopP4there.
She then. waited for her students to come.up with topics to study; questions to ask and answer;
fascinating projects to .do. .In essence, she aced the entire responsibility of motivation and
stimulation upon thestudentS and expected th classroom to mil by 'itself.-

We felt it:was.dp to teachers, to decide,how much we could handle because ofall

the adjustments that we had to make- No one could make 'this decision for Us. Whatever

Changes. we did make, we made sure of our objectives, for :we knew we would be Constantly
challenged' by superintendents, priricipals, parents and students. We had to be aware of what.
we were striving fOr .and.. why. Then; if someone walked' into our room and said, ."This is
chaos," we would know they were wrong. We could ask him id_stay; get involved, and judge

, for himself. . \
. .
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7
.MT-Etrieci---tu--ge.-t---parents involVed--by-inviting thento. spend a day with us, We say a day

aryl not teli'minutes because we:feel :visitot*must.get involVecLin'the room ;-truly---understand

..,;What is going on.. A can see whatever. he wants to -see in ten minutes, butilhestays he
can't ignore students bombariling.him with que'tions on a math probleM they're working on;
.ot.being.asked ,by a 'student to listen to him,reath or ObServing at length one student as he cone'.
centrates,::on performing. a .science experiment, figuring out the c.otintries on a. map, or teading.
..quietly..' He cannot deny the invOlvement he sees. We .worked lard. to create c iar prograni.;the.
students worked hard Within it Everyone should knoWthat. .2

..-. We often ask, parents to be 'guest. lecturers. 'We'inaj( have; inakiiig 'sOme :structure
,.

.

for the room, like 'a bulletin board or shelves, and invited a.parent. who was skilled in:carpentry
to help and .discass differeneaspects of Constru*Ction. lIf :we- wereinvolVed in photography,' we

. .

, .- .

.. .01(0 someone wha.had.expertise in this area It was important:to use outside res'ourees;.there
was .a wealth, of information . there. Patents- were very. helpful,: also, beeause they could . take .

grouPs.fot.-extraeurricular activities (poking, Weaving,. art) or help out with.anyhing 'from- aca- ...
deMics and sehedUle Checking to creative. activities Using-parents; studentS,. and othey'vfsitors ..'..

.,

was..all Part of ourciasstooms. giud.entF .- 'tilt surprised. by. anyo.ne Who is,.ailie into the room: .

, .

i- They even bumped line, the Principal an,..,.,. A..64,,him to join them in 'a' g Inii4fVotsithe Stu. -.:

: ..4ents learnedt6 use people- who 4ame. in ObServe them. or-.to. visit. Their hOpe \Kis that one of .

.. these visitors..would litlp. them: figtire:ont No..3 Across in. the crossword pilile that they,lia4.'
been working on all week...-' i )1 v`','

i



II. HOVIID0 YOU BEGIN?.

OrtriniOtiOri and Scheduling
.

.4-here are many ways to begin to individualize anclinformalize the ;classroom. One way

is rO.free' one .hour per 'day: for 'students- to. select from among predetermined alternatives.

Another Way.is to relorganize'One.subject at a time, readingthave.students read from books '
of their ehOice indiY,idually-and discuss each -completed, bookwith the teacher. One can also

start by a .reorginization- of space, Ae.making a science.coenet- where students can to per-

form and record. individual experitrients,'Il:there arc ,enough 'materials.in the
room already, a contract. of some kind Can,be used-to start studentS working inclependently,.at,..,

their .own pace right:away. This -.takes a .planning; record keeping and Work to'keep";.

materialS in ,stock. so to have. enough for students to continue to work at their 0:iwn,.perc-e.
Tilis..Means .continually': making and bringing in individual sheets, activity cards,. ganies and
books for allthe students:, . ..Q . ,;.

The nfolloWing.are examples of the. ways in which we started tOindividualixe a couple

.. of different. grades, in differeint .schools.- The methods Welused were very- different clue.:rtya
.

variance in the; .ability: and needs. of our students. Many :area-S. mentioned, ,such as scheduling,

aetivity:caqs, conferenees et6 will be explainedin detail later' n the book..., !

The school .iriwhich-EStiler first. -taught was--cinewhich-had-a-low-socio--economic.

.,--sground and which was extremely traditional:- The parents in this sehoadistrict-Wereof mar'::,
different ethnic components. They were afraid of the school and felt that whateverthe teachers...
did was right, There was little, &any, involvement on their part.

Jane's school" ranged from' middle to high-Middle socio- economic back °mid. -The:
parent group was pry interested in the .school..and were constantly givingtheir ideas and sup- ;

portonissue-Orie ted problems.
-/.'

.

/ ..

. Esther r calls her experience' in a fourth grade classroom in this way. Since most of the/
books were ou dated (the social studies book said there were .still .48' states in the
basal readers, and there were no manipulative. Materials,1 began rather conservatively to get a
feel for the class. First,. I gave a. reading, diagnostic test to discern 'the. range of abilities in this

area. The range went from second to fourth grade with most of the students reading at a third
gradelevel. Most of the. students Irld already used the third.grade level basal the year before, so

I obtained a few different oneital that level and,decided to use thebasals mainly for oral prac-
tice and .phonics drill. lbroke- up the class into four -gtOuptlirce of which needed a lot of
practice. There were two students in the fourth group who read very well 'atthe fourth grade
level, and flet them.read a'belcik of their choice: I would meet with .them twice .a week to work

on comprehension and drill.,phonics. Sometimes we would read and discuss a story tog4ther. I
met: with the other three groups daily. In each group .students read aloud from a story they



\

\

'hose togLoge Cl\I gave aoto at their seats and at
tie board.

them work on comprehension and phonics

tter. four weeks, I ,a
no. paperbacks in the room,
I gave them a.. minimum of
they were to leave the book
a conference..1 would the
(The conference will be ex
:Mg practice ad phonics 71ork

lowed everyone to read a book of their oivn choice..Since we had
e Went to the library and each person chose an appropriate book..

s to read each day (five to ten, depending on the student), and
y deSk when they had finished it and sign up on the board for

ickly skim the book and_call the student up for a conference.
ed in detail later.) 1 still met with certain students for oral read-
The new independence the class had acquired thrilled them.

. In math; 1 also
hole class three .times

repelling I 'made up abou
'Each:student had a par.
and recorded' the. results.
the words in the

With the chii
of individual .sheetsi
Math (addition; pla
out of-Eild math
in grammar; phoni
When I had made 4
so as to have the
and be more inde
Tuesday and it w
for everyone.

-...AftertwO
once, and stud
math,' or more
will be a math le
attend: I would

I

ge
nd

,4Y

group lessons and taught lessons daily. I taught grammar to the
eek a .did spelling the way it has always been done. (Later, in
different individual, cards with words on them and exercises to dO.

and chose a card weekly to work on. They gave each'other the tests'
any of the words were 'much more relevant to their daily work.

ook.) . . . .

n reading, there came another' chatige.-1-b-e--gati. building up i resource
cards in all the-sublea areas. I friade sheeti on various concepts in

These I,placed in a Math lox. I also tore smile pages

ks and orkbooks and put them on cards in the Math 'Box. I did the sant
nd social studrei.:.(i made copies of MapS and questions to go along.
t 25cards and sheets in each area, I began usingwha'vt Called the "Map",
ents;begin to initiate more of their own work, move at their own pace,
ent. The work assigned on it had been covered in lessons on Monday and

iv
fen

to the class oh Wednesday. At first, all requirements were the same

eeks on this "map," it was used two three days a week, instead of just
began to go beyond the minimum requirements listed, i.e., a story; more

in reading. Lessons were also put into the "map," i.e:, "At MOO there
1,on borrowing with the elf" The students who needed this help, would

aware of each child's difficulties by checking.their daily work, so I could
check if 'all those who needed more help in borrowing were, present. At other ;times, lessons

were given to the entire class to teach new concepts.,.

let kids
. .

In this way, I began to let the Klfas work at their own .paremaiviaualizing had begun.

The reaction on the students' part was one of excitement. Having been slower students
all through school, they were.delighted,to be able to Wor,c SomeWhat.on their own and to. make

some decisiOns as to how much to do. Their co,cificlenak in themselves skyrocketed and their
work and attitude towards school imprOved. Even parents were pleased and amazed at their
children's new enthusiasm in school and in the projects.they were doing. They related incidents
'about how; their children became much more independent at home. jean no *ger. wanted an
older brother or sister to stay with her all the time when her parents were not at .hOine; she

could now. get up in the morning herself and get her own breakfast.

The work load did not lessen with the start of the map. Icallowed pupils. to wo ;k at
their own pace' and to at least complete a minimum requireMent. I constantly kept track'olins"
dividual progress through regular meetings with indiVidual students, and adviied and helped



them when necessary. This progress check will be explained in detail later. Some pupils needed
Nconstant attention to get through their work. When 1 felt that some students were not doing

their best or as much as they could, I also spoke to them. I would meet with these students
many times during the day to give assigninents myself and correct their work if they had mis-
used that privilege.-I still gave some tests and remedial math, reading and phonies le'ssons.- So

=the studerits could have more choice, I continuously made individual sheets and cards in all the
subject,dreas until l'had built up a wealth of individualized materials.

There were many, papers from each. student tocheck daily and it was important to see
the student about errors or cOmmentsdaily.

Following is an example of the "Map:"

Note: "See the elf man" means, see the
questions.

"You ate.qping on a journey through a
direction.egOnd work hard, you will learn
home by 2:05Good Lurk!"

.

N

N e

teacher to Show her your' worV d ask ittly

mysterious forest: If you follow; the

:the way-out and bepti..your 9tim way _

MAP

STA

Co tc, 'the
math tree
and do Pg.
57, 1 & 2
and a sheet
on borrowing

No'w visit
the :spelling
busli and do .

Pg..19A&B

Go around
the corner
to see the
elf (teacher)
with your
work

If you have
the O.K., you
may rest at the

.. reading fountain
and read 5 pages
in your book

OU

ick up
mar

tat the
sage

pond.

/

3!?s,i4,the '11.
th

.yorsr work.
for the O.K.

IV and to find
out how to
getout of
the forest.



BEST SUWAILABLE

. I ./
Afterthree weeks on the "map," the clasS moiied into.a schedule. that they used daily..

Some of the'idcas listed within the schedule will be explained in detail later and examples will
be given.

.

SUBJECTS ,MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 1

Reading

5-10 pgsIday

Name of Book

P __:tirp

.

-*-

p_ to p p. __'to p p_ to p_ to p

Math .

1-2 pgslday

..F to,s

I .11 '

p 64 /
i-i0

, 0.6- /-.7

7 6 6,
ILI. ,

.-P6 7 I-5.

6 P

1 L'?

7. 4 4? ,,

,- / 6

Language

Verbs

`'ad -?' 3"37
ir. 1? 3 94 -1:E'

32 -De A
39- Do8

.tieets
/ 0 411 ) I

S'AeE. ic.
"Do , 4019

. ..

.res*
-,

Science

2 experiments

ETer-iNmelit
8

La:2,, -lie ei".

eTh 8'xr. a

Exfe vlivieti-E

4

1 Sheet.-og

412 kitf. 4

,.

' A,4,e
/... ,

.

Creative

Writing

Picture &
Jokes

, .*5±art
.) lea w a

ve,
Fi'541. 1/4A.

, I,uvorr. .011

TO lic ''S

Co(....4.-0Ni t,te --/-:-).Als

IV1A --..c.lek

T 'efi,ev-

tiii Ain
,-
L's:2 v e v-

A......fia Ye

44)7;"
(...tas:s

..

Spelling

Unit 4
/9 /9 4:g e. I)

Pre t. e St
t?) Al\

a lit-y, e v

Cycis love) r,...1
?LI-) ,, le
/ 33

.-R ..t.
,,

Specialists

, .

/,/ r :6

.

M ot,5, i c?
..t.-..,

library Rcr311,

This is ,a more advanced s hedule that I used later. I started with. reading, tilath,.lan-.
guage, spelling and science twic a week and one choice (games,..SRA, and extra work). Again,
the requirements I have on the s hedule are the minimum and students can do more. Sonic stu*?
dents did all their spelling in two dayS and used the time for extra math or to work on things4,
with which they, had trouble. The schedule as shown could be completed in approximately two
to two and one-half hours. The test of the time is for the student to do in-depth study itto.paf-
ticular subject or on a project (weaving, construction, writing stories and books), or the siudent
may do more of the subject listed, i.e., do more science experiments,



The schedule allowed me' to work more individually with the students. I gave less.ons
when necessary and worked on specifie'problems and projects with the, students the rest of the

time.

The subject areas were chosen by 'me. and basically stayed the same, but the require-.
ments changed. The areas chosen were based on the demands of'the _school curriculum, stu-
dents' interests and abilities, and my own creativity. In .followina a curriculum, it was iinpor-
tant,not%to expect every student to complete an entire unit. In doing so, I might end up push-
ing material on a student and not being concerned with his individual learning rate. Also', the
students may lose their motivation for doing the. work. If there wasn't a curriculum to follow,
I used interesting units that children could do based on my knowledge of kids' interests at this

age.

This is only an example 9f howl began with this particular class, in this school, in 1971.
Since then I have keyed in more on individual.students needs. This will be explained later.

; In the same year, in Jane's sixth grade class of 28 students of middle, Upper-middle class
parents, individualized instruction started with a, change in the reading program. Jane's account
follows: "I brought in a rug.to the class. It was the first rug.in the school and the claSs was ex-

: cited. The class decided to use the rug to sit on while reading. They forimed a committee to de-

. cide where to put it They met with me after school and made a reading area by moving the
piano six feet out from the wall. The back of the piano became a display for reading posters

and charts."

As a result of this simple change, certain' problems ;were created. Everyone wanted to
be in the reading corner at the same time Some 'common questior.s were "who, when and
how long can someone stay in the corner?" Soon the class devised a sign-up system for the cor-

ner during reading period, and a first-come, first-served system during any free period. As a re-
sult, there was greater mobility in the classroom and I soon realized that kids could move
around, talk to each other and still be responsible.'

Other areas of the curriculum were individualized as soon as I could create materials.
4.x;..

Spelling became "Terms" in which students worked in pairs, did exercises and tested. each
other. Math.changed from large group lessons to individualized cards' and small group lessons:

y vz ,,...
.,,! 1. z

I obtained two interesting, colorful, challenging math texts for my top students and -,

cut them up and put them on oaktag. Soon the:top group was proceeding quickly- through

these materials. They were able to help other students, too! I met with the low group daily to

explain a' concept and then lee them complete the work on their own. I would 'check the' mid
dle group's .wor* every. other 40y and be available during math time to anyone who needed ---

help.

It became apparent that. it was necessary to keep track. of individual student growth
and, at the same time, allow students to-organize their work and time. I started to use a modi-
fled schedule 'for a part of each day. One of the first looked like this:

1 cl

12



Reading
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, 4A AiDE OUT BY STUDENT

MONDAY . TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
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This schedule was usually completed in the morning. Students worked independently

on math, reading,' terms and language.

Language was generally taught to the whole class when it was necessary to review a skill

or teach a new one, such as paragraphing. Language workbooks were cut up and placed on oaks

tag. Skill sheets were run off and kept in mailbox 'cubbies made out of shoeboxes. I developed.

creative .writing cards, picture cards, and thought cards which were later supplemented by the

students. These all served as a springboard for writing and discussion. In order to pia language

on the schedule, spent long.hours developing these cards. Just the simple tasks of cutting up
workbooks, labeling topics, numbering the pages, and doing answer cards involved time. When

I first began,. I gathered together all I could find on capitalization, punctuation and abbrevia-
tions and put the information on cards. The topics were put bn the schedules for the week. A
class of 28 students had 20 cards to work from Not everyone had to do the same card,.and
they did their Work at different times during the morning. It worked out well and eventually,
as all the grammar topics were put on cards, the collection built up to. more than 100 cads...,'

As the months went by and I was able to create in re materials, the entire day became

individualized. ti

r .1

The4ext year we began in a similar way to thatkist exiplained. Esther was trahsf4red

to Jane's sc \ of during the summer. Esther taught fifth grade 'and-Jane taught sixth. We!)oth
' used a schedu

..
, and with some students we used contract. Samples of both the schedul and

the contract agpear on the following pages.
I

,
/

We started with a meeting with students in the morning to discuss our respective roles

and the sort of responsibilities the students thought they could handle. We talked about. the

nee for mutual trust and how hard we all would have, to work to make the classroom a fun
plaikie to be We discussed scheduling and independence and the responsibility that goes along

with it We decided that if student_s were not responsible in fpllowing a schedule, the privilege

of planning 4heir owdrime would be taken away from theim. We would then assign work-far
the sbudeno to do. One student in Jane's room, an SLD (Specific cLearning Disability) studeut,

1

had workclosely with her to make out his schedule. He also had to be started on each new
cttfaty.,,Another student. in Jane's room was caught copying math answers from the teachers'

guide. He lost the privilege of, correcting his own math.for one month. He also made up that
. part, of the schedule after school from which he copied the answers. In clas6,/ hen he com-

pleted IS math, he gave it to Jane to correct. Losing this privilege made hiniffeel badly since
everyone else in the room could correct their own. When he finally got the Privilege back, he

was appreciatiye and much more responsible. - t
. 11

4 ,

. i
Sign out privileges for the bathroom and library would also be taken away from those

who abused it. One girl in the sixth grade lost sign-out privileges because Ate threw wet paper
towels out the windowin the bathroom. Afterwards; she had to ask per 'ssion to leave the
room.

We placed a high premium on honesty and. responsibility to have this kind of classroom
and structure. The class felt privileged to have the teacher believe in them: They enjoyed the
added responsibility of planning their, time and directirig some of their own learning. Most kids /
were protective of their schedule and the new independence that they had gained. They got
upset with students who did'not take it as seriously and who did not work as hard as they did:
This peer group pressure was important to make the new system work. This is a departure from:

2 0
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CONTRACT

(Give bottom half to student)

Agreement made this day of

between

Duration of contract

A.D. 19

. student ai'id ?. teacher

The student agrees to complete said contract and the teacher agrees to guide, advise, discuss, d'rectindlor
assist in anyway needed to complete contract.

It is understood that all provisions of this agreement shall be binding on the student and the teacher.

In witness whereof, the said parties,hereto set their bands the day and the, year first above writte

rt

Agreement made this

between

Daratiori of contract .

10-

day of .D. 19

student and teacher

The student' agrees to complete said contract and the teacher agrees to guide, advise, discuss, direct and /or
assist in any way needed to complete contract.

It is understood that all provisions.of this agreement shall be binding on the studeri and the teacher.

In witness whereof, the said parties hereto set their hands the day and the yearhi t above written.
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the usual manner in which Students. wart against each. other and. the teacher. We recognized
the different abilities and attitudes of. the students and spent more time helping these kids

adjUO.
...

.. Again,..we must emphasize the important role. of the daily Class meetings in the morn -

ing. They were essential in developing a sense of pride and unity within the class....AS we stated
before, through the mechanics of the meetings,. ..the students learned how.to..partiCipate- in a
"give-and:take" .discussionf. and thus developed a sense of self-worth and trust in others.-The in- .

dividual student was aware that he had an impact on theclass,..We alio tried to build a/sense of
'togetherness and cohesiveness within. the class by what was said within the meeting:itself. We
felt that this was important since the students. worked individully for a good part.Of the.day.
For instance, in our meeting we mightdiscuss the direction fortheday in regards to .ithe-sched-

'. ...tile.. In a sense, We 'were getting them. "Psyched" for it We would discuss various activities to
do and posSible paths. to follOw. We also used the meetings.to.discuss gripes and problems. and
decisionstha had.. to be made by the class .(i.e., IMO...Was giYent6 the sixth grade class and we .

-*had. to .decidehow to use the money). Anyone could calla class meeting forooniething he felt
,

was important. For example, the girls in Esther's.room wanted a. meeting-because. they were ,...
not included in the recess punchball games.:.They were used as a "show and tell" for the stu-
dents .to Shareanything they wanted to talk abOutpr..show. CUrrent events and issues were also

. discussed.MeetingS wereusually one-half hoine in length.
,

.

. , . .

..:,Through these ineetings the students-developed a sense of feeling for.the..other person..
They realized. that oftentimes people :would unknowingly hurt. others. ',This includelittiting -

.., the. teacher who allcalled meetings-when she felt students were being treated unfairly, mate-
rials were being left out,- jobs weren't being done, animals. weren't being taken careof 'properly,
the.quality of work :was not up to .par, etc. . .

.

: Meetings were, often held: midday: to share. interesting things students: had. done in. the
morning. Students. learned. to really-listen arid. often gOt excited about things others. were c.16: ...

ding. Thiiinterest sparked later .dialogue, among the students. Theififctents also .beCanie2aware .....

of a sense of jurpose in their work. They:felt that others caed-about what they did and.that
What they .did wasn't just work for thc teacher.

. ... .. .
. . . . . . . .,

Therefore, the meetings.. were an :integral part of the program'. In total, we had a .Meet-; 1

ing every morning, and perhaps one or two midday meetings per .Week to shay f.Aassrootri. ex-.
perienCes.. We alio had meetings,. any other time when necessary to diseuss problems, concerns
and complaints: We made it a point( to talk to our students often. This let them know we cared ..

-----ankl other .stu ents cared. They knew they each 'made a difference and that ii..i;vas indeed their
classroom..

,.
-----.. / -. , .

It was convenient for us to have a large: block of time in thetifOttring--for-workingon'
schedules.and givinglessons. It was possible for us to arrange our recess and lunch periodto.fit

P.'
our program. Our day went from ffairly qiiiet to legs quiet and our activities were in,accOrdance ..

. ..."With this plan. This Wai.heeause some students. liked. to read or concentrate on, math. early in
,.

the.day.and wanted. a quiet period.:
..

.,

. 1 .
.

.

I.We fOund it best to pass. out a new schedule each Monday which differed in..sorite Way
from , the previous week. For instance, for creative writing, one week students could bring in

. .

pictures of man-made articles every day and-Write stories or poems about them. Another week,
students could choOse a theme such as a mystery and develop an involved story over a week's

.... tittle. SometimeS we replaced science research and projects with more manipulative science.ex-

17
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periments. We sometimes replaced creative writing with public s taking. We occasionally
dropped a subject for a while to do in-depth research on project . Every now and then we
added new, activities and materials based on class interest;--We 'tried to have several on-going in-
dependerit proj4ts to further deVelop a sense of .cohesiveness within the class. These pliojects
are discussed throughout the book in various Subject areas. Also, adjustments were always
Made for individual students who worked slower' or faster to help them along or to get them
interested in some topics for research and experimentation,

The students filled out their schedules daily and could choose what subjects they .
wanted to do and when, but they had to complete the minimum requirements at school or at
home. They had to account for their. day by1Marking their work on theirschedules. Not only

was the schedule an organizational:tool for us, it also provided the student with a basic struc-
ture to work from By giving the students an opportunity to record their work, we also were
giving: them immediate reinforcement. Most students felt a real sense of accomplishment by
filling out their schedule and felt very. secure with it

We checked the schedules at the end of each day. It was convenient to have'each stu-
dent make weekly a folder from construction paper to which heattached his schedule and in-
serted his work. This way his day's work was easily reviewed.

.Checking schedules is a very, important part of the program. It was .difficult Yr us to

check more than 10 to 12 edules an. hour: We divided the class into two groups, those
Whose, work only had to be checked every tvtio to three days and those whose work had to be

reviewed daily. We checke the students that had gorie.forlonger periods of time alone in the

Morning or during activity -eriod. The otherswere checked at the end of each day. All the
work was kept in the folder d the student was always present while his work was reviewed so

that he could' discuss. pro ems and ask questions, and we could comment to him about his
work and progress. As time passed; some students could work for an entire week without being
reviewed and could go :on. contracts. Others always .needed to be checked daily because they
needed much more direction in planning. their time and working independently. Some students
even needed their schedules made out for them on some days. But even ,these students bene-
fited from the few choices th4 did make in their day. Students felt more confiderit and inde-
pendent when they were allow d to make deciiions about when to do what:

There was a place o the board to sign out for the bathroom and library. There was a
Limit to the number of stu ents out at one time. Even this privilege was a. decision a.student
appreciated and learned to make.

. .

.
.

___. .-

There-weremanytrines-M-a-day throughout the year wh n- we saWiliiprovements in
/
our students' ability to *nitiate activity and work independently. This, increase in independence
and confidence also to 6k place outside of school. Many parents,were pleased with the improved

i.

attitude and perfor ance of their children. One mother° came in and told' Esther hoW her
daughter Used to s end a good.part of the morning dilly-dallying about which dress to wear to

schOol. The mot r would have to pick, the dress out the night before.sorhat the child could
get to sChoOl o time. The mother was amazed at the girl's sudden change in behavior' when
she now laido t her own clothes the night before, or just got up in the morning and quickly
pin somethin on. She also notieelher daughter's increased independence and responSibility in
home,clutieil

18.



Individualizing a-classroom is a total process and a kind of feeling. It is not easily
Measured 'numerically, but shows up in the atmosphere of the room and in.the attitude of the

students..

Log, Record KeepinCartd:Evaluation

Perhaps the7most-irnportant part of making a room more informal is keeping track,of
everyone..This becomes:quite a chore when everyone is working at a different level. For our:

_. program to Work; we 4.4 to have .a general idea of Where QUI' students were so that we could
help them at the 'Tight tirne.-and discuss\ difficulties and interests With.them. In .Esther's room,
there were tikiTtliclent teac, ers, and it. was important to 'know what each was doing with the
students so as not to work a -cross .purposes. To. handle this important task, they develOped a

Log. The Log co sated of a loose-leaf folder with the'hames of all the students:. There was also
an alphabetical listing of students on a, sheet of oak tag with the days Of the week written

.

across the top. This list was made out weekly and clipped to the front of the folder: Each time
Someone saw a student during the week; she checked e day and .the name. In this way; we
made sure.that we saw each student during the-week and 'Cl.not miss anyone for any.length
time. With some,. it was not necessary to talk about their ork, just talk with them and get a..
sense of what they were doing and how they were feeling: It waS,amazing how, at a glance at

. the -record, we cbuld. see that we actually. didn't speak with some kids for.four days in a row.
This could. easily happen; egecially. when we were..spending a lot of time with the slower stu-
dents or 'the top ones. The average kids were:often left 'to theinSelves; but a check of the Log
would advise us. of thisrfact. In the noteb661 itself we Wrote anything imptant we did with a....
student or that needed follow-up, For instance, if Esther 'had worked with LiSi on frictions.
with patt4rn blocks, she yould write this down along with any directions she hadgiven her and
her progress. In this way, Esther's student teachers could pick up on Lisa if she Was not avail-
able. This record was also valuable and verYlelpful when reporting a student's process on re-
port cards: Al_mtweitat,aarded -any significant:social-problems-or insights into-any vstudent's-.--
particular actions. Oftentimes a student who hai had some difficulty at home or in s'choOl.dis-
Closes the fact when,talking to one of the teachers in the MM. Esther would then have
better.t derstanding of the student.

.

0 course,- was imperative that the Log be kept up and read often. Even when one of
us was the only teacher in the room, it was a valuable tool for evaluating student progress and
keeping track of interests and

-Here is a sample page from the Log on John

9/18/72 Slow to settle. down. Has problems in planning time effectively.
Contributes in Social Studies Class - knows a lot about laws.

9121/72 Asks many questions. Needs constant reassurance that he is doing
the correct:thing.

9125/72 Took Graphing test 75. Went over test with John, errors in the
-written problems understands concept.

10/3/72 John asked to move somewhere else - feels that he and Danny
-,talk-too much. I told him he could select another location in the
room.

19
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10/10/72 .fohn has asked fewer questions and seems more confident in com-

J _xleting a task" without checking if he is doing it right. Has been ex-
emily conscientious about doing work. Takes home extra math

nightly to get ahead on his math schedule.

0/15/72 Very creative stories. Needst to tvo;le on punctuation and spelling.,

4502 Wrote' an excellent play.;: Asked to perform it involbing other class
.members. Willing to practice after school. We decided he would do

s,,-i thisinstead of his book presentation: . .

1000,72 John worked sight through the chaos of the class putting out the

newspaper in order to complete his schedule,

11121'72 Improvement in his spilling. Conscious nOw" that 'punctuation is

necessary.

IN

.

In eValuating our students; as to performance in.thii type 4f:classroom, it is increasing-

ly difficult to. put a grade on achievenient.,in;,65Nlassrooms,,weltried to, 'relate individually

.'.with Students and make an assesSmentibf a child's iiogresi terniS of hisability arid his pur-,

suit of answers to problems. We observed what% child (4d aria'what he did not.do: We Wrote

. .
'comments several times a week. in the ClaSsto\gOting' such Th..ings,as the. projectshe. wai

Working on, any diffictilties he, was haviiig in any academie vein, someinteresting COntributions

he had irqde in sharing time, behavioral changeive had noticed, or anything.elsewhiekhelped:.

us assess the child as a whole., . .. ; .

We had a. reporting systein that was Checklist- and commentf.based.' Wit .Ovo 'cif the te-

pints, parents had:a C'Onference with the teaCher. We- 'found the 'Log invalu le for.making an,

assessment of a child's growth during a term,andreporting it to parents..

In keePingrecords of dailrwork,We made coinments'On the. student's schedule. At the.

end of a-week we collected the schedules:arid kept Theinon file. '

A.sample schedule with comments 'apPeaii-cift the following page.
. -; J, ;

In math we usually kept a record' of test.scores.after a sttident,comp
tot

leted a math plan;

Information such as the books a student has read'and the conferences we had was' ept
in a conference notebook.. Other scores inindiVidual labslitCh as-,PilOt Library, SRA. Kits or
Grolier Enrichment were recbrded by the students' in theirOwn record books. These were re-'
viewed. periodically and at the end ofeach term to givea..fillt;asSessment of a student's progress: ,

in reading. . ,;

. . , %.

We found it ,difficult to get away from grades;entirely. Out, students foindthis difficult
and often asked what a particular comment on their paper, meant. 'Pc gave gOes,ort tests and.
on some long-term projects, We used comments on daily work in reading, language and creative

writing. This was a gradual 'movement away from grading forboth the students and Us. We felt

that by deemphasizing grades and the striving for an "A" per se helped the students form a
more positive (intrinsic) attitude towards school work. : \

They also began to think more about going further into topics because therwere inter.-
ested in them rather than doing it for a grade or to fulfill a requirement. For ihstance, Esther ,..
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had a student who was very bright in all academic areas, especially math. %/lien Esther held a'
remedial division group, this girl came to it.Now, if she had only been concerned about grades,
she probably wouldn't have come to the group since it would have been admitting that she
wasn't an "A" student. Also,, it took time away from her other work: As it was, she felt se
needed practice on limg division so she made the decision to come tO,the group.'

We Must also stress that we Were able to deemphasize grades because our reporting sys-
,

tern was comment-based. If it hadn't been, we would have had to find some way to pray
our grades, ,

`yf the environment permits, it, anyone can learn what he
chooses; if the individual permits it, the environment will teach.
him everything it has to teach ft is, highly possible that
what is called the talented behavior is simply a greater individual
capacity for expressing."

Viola Spo lin
Improvisation for the Theatre



III. PHYSICAL STRUCTURE

I Do you 'need to.Change your classroom physically? lf so, why? We, ask the question be-

cause many teachers have changed the physical structure in their rooms and decided the room

was now free and open. However, we felt it .was important not to chano fot, change sake. We
knew that we would have to know why we needed a particulat environment, so any change in
the physical arrangement of the room came,as a result of the change in our program. All our

physical changes reflected some need. As we began to iiidividualize our rooms and develop
materials for each subject area, we had to establish different areas within the room, so that

would know where to get the materials they needed as they worked. For instance, we

wanted. the students to be able to perform experiments in science when they were assigned to

or chosen by them. Therefore, .we needed a place to put science equipment:of all kinds.Our
science area consisted of a work table, and a set of shelves on which to store equipment and

activity cards: .
1

Our first physical change came as a result -of a change in the reading program and a dis-
.ctission with the class. The class decided they would like to have a rug on which to sit and read
when not at their desks. Therals- wanted it to be a more quiet and private area. .So we made a
divider out of tri-wall* to section off a reading area which, also held: magazines and paperbacks.

We laid a rug, that soniedrie had donated andwe had our reading corner.

We went through a similar processto organize a" math area. We put all the books, games,
sheets, cards, and manipulatives that had to do., with math in a couple of bookcases. We. made a
table out of tri-wall that .was low to the floor so that studenti could sit on the floor and play
the games or use the materials there.

Since we often had studenti working together, we arranged the desks in groups of four
to six. This also conserved space and allowed for more communication among the students.

We also decenttalized the 4teachet s desk .so' that we could discuss work with students
more privately.

We rearranged our room a few times during the year whenever we felt the need.for it.

As more areas were created, there were more places for kids to' go and thus pore
mobility.. This, of course, was' a big change in the room and at times seemed Chaotic. We
cussed with the class what movepent. was necessary and-what movement:was disrupting or in-

STeiall is heavy corrugated cardboard. that is fairly strong.. It can be, obtained at Workshop for Learning
Things, Bridge Street, Watertown, Massachusetts. The sheets are 6 feet b1 8 feet and are very good for making

tables, stools, shelves, etc.
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EST COPY AVAILABLE

terfering with someone's work. As we worked into our program we felt more relaxed bout the
mobility in the room. At first, kids were excited about the novelty of moving at and and
walked around a lot. But soon having a different place to go,to do things became v ry regular

to them and they worked well this way and were able to work for longer periods o time. .We

also couldn't expect kids. to work constantly. Because of the different structure ari program,.

their behavior. differed from just sitting quietly at their seats all..the time Ofte a student

wOuld get up and chat with a friend or look out a window or talk to an animal. Just as tFaChers

needed breaks, so did the, students, It was this new-relaxed atmosphere th..a made t e classroom

so pleasant for everyone to work in.
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IV. READING

Reading is one area in which. individualizatiOn is important. Even with the more tradi-

tional. methods,. the teacher had reading groups. This indicates an awareness of the different

reading levels that exist within -a class. Jane was given only basal readers, so she stored niltst of

them in her closet. She kept out a samPle of the different books for teMedial help. Same were

..cut up into mini-stories that kids.read and made interesting:covers for There were only a*few

paperbacks available, so she .went to both the. .school and town libraries. Every student selected

a 1 book he wanted to read. Kids got really turned on to reading when.they could make their

own seleCtion. It was all right for .kids to experiment fOr a while with different topics and

levels. Some kids chose easy bookS at first, but :Jane suggested more e-approPriate books when-

ever _necessary: Jane brought in books dealing with a variety of topics to excite and motivate

the relUctant readers.

.
After the selection of their first independent book; Jane administered the Stanford,

Diagnostic Reading TeSt to the entire class. She scared the test and obtained.a stanine for each
subtest and .a grade score for reading comprehension. Then she made up class profile sheet by

substituting student nuniiiers for nained.,This sheet shows, at a glanCe the range of abilities in

each area of reading. measured by .the/test. Directions for making class profiles are given..in the

.Test Manual, and a sample Of the Clals Analysis Chart is given on the following page.

Based on the Profile Sheet, Students I. and 4 have earned above-average scores on the
.

Reading Comprehension Test. Stud nt- 5 obviously :needs help in the area of comprehension;
student 3 needs help in the decodin skills.

. Jane groupea.trie students ho needed help in syllabication and sound discrimination.
Two to three times a week she gavelessons using the dictionary:,*orkiheets, SRA kits, rans-
parencies and cards. The:students worked follow-up sheets and cards independently and were
checked off on their schedule. On other days, Jane formed informal groups who:needed help

in. comprehension. She started ,Using short seleCtions from Junior. Scholastic and Newstime,

articles she reproduced. from the newspaper,' and magazine stories for improving comprehen-
sion. Stories from Basal Readers were rewritten and illustrated for the younger grades bythis
group.

However, the main focal point of the reading program was the reading of individually.
selected books by all students. Once the student chose a book to read, we discussed together
the Minimum number of pages he should read daily,,This minimum gave the student some idea
of what was expected of him' and was particularly necessary when Selecting his own book to

read. Later On, we dropped the Minimum, requirements but in the beginning we felt the stu-
dents needed this guideline. Here also we considered individual rates, and the minimum require-

ments varied' f-..om five pages 'a day for the slow readers to 25-plus pages a day for the more
fluent readers. In this sixth grade class, the. range went from one student who read four books
all year to another who read. a book a week. Adjustnients.were Made-for the student who saw
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the reading teacher and for another who couldn't: handle the reading of a book. This student,
Greg,. had a learningAisribilitY and couldn't retain the theme of a book in his mind. So. he began

by reading short stories and magazine articles, and having conferences on them: Ev.entually, he

read books that had a collection of short stories and by the 'Spring he was able to read a full-

ierigth book of 100. pages. We supplemented the prOgram by assigning different things to react-

newspaperarticles, short.storips and periodicals.

After the student selected a book, we had him filloout a slip on it;

.0
EXAMPLE:

Stadeni.NaMe

Name Of Book.

-Number of pages

Author:.

Date Started Date Finished

conference Date: (filled in by teacher at conference)
. -

Thp student estirnated. the date for. "Date Finished" by taking his minimum .require-

ment daily page kimber and dividing it into the total number of pages in .the book. For ex-
ample,,Mike D. read a minimum of 15 pages a day. His book had 195 pages, so it should have.
taken him approximately1 3 days to read the book. He added on 13 to the date he started the
book. After he filled out a slip; he put it in the Book Slip Box. We used these slips to make out

listing of .all the students' riarnes and dates their books, Were due. This was an easy and quick
Way for both the student and the teacher to.know when the book was due and that it was time
for a conference. it helped us keep track of where the students were.

When a student completed a book, he put it on our desk and signed up fora conference

on the board. We either read the book if we were unfarriiliar with it, or we used various kits,

sheets or available books which gave summaries Of books and questions. Some of these are .

Modirn Curriculum Press, A Guide to Reading Enrichment and. One to Orie..'

Wheri we read the book, we made a conference card on it The card contained ques
tions on sequence, factual recall, main idea and inference.*. These cards were valuable and were

kept in a box. Books became re_petitive and we could always refer back to the cards we had
made out previously. At first, the task of reading; so many books and making out, question
cards seemed insurmountable. But we felt it was important to read the books since it helped
create a' certain rapport with the student during the conference. The more able readers made
up their own conference cards on' books they had completed, and these were used with other
students who read those books.

. The Conference
/)

_ The first time we gave a conference to a student, we were ,more petrified than the stu-

dent. We had never teaily discussed books with students or talked to them on a one-to-one
basis. We tried having a conversation with one Of our students without asking a question. It
was difficult!

*See end of chapter for sample questions.
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.- Students should be aware that the conference is not to "test" him on his reading,:but
to to explore' 'he book, with him. This was an :opportune. time for the teacher and student to ex-
changechange ideas-11.1d. opinions around a common experience..Children viewed_ the `initial confer-
ences:As a threw ening experience: However, once they had a conference their attitude changed:,

to enjoyment and ley looked forward to these few minutes spent alone with the teacher.
. . .. . .

. _ .

We set aside a\time every day or every other day to haVeconferences with students. We .
.

had them sigm.up.someWhere On.the board when they were ready for a conference: We/found a
comfortalile place.. in the classroom to tondiiet the conference and made theistudeni 'feel rei.- .

'axed by asking him to tell usa.little about the book. After we askedour.questions, We had the
'Student. select a seetion of the book to-read orally. This was to check any of his .difficulties.
'Sometimes we had him make up a question card on the book which we could 'use in other con;
ferenees. We had a notebook in which to record general comments on comprehension and
read?ig.andto note specific- probleMs. ,

After the student had his conference with us, we discussed togethei, ways of sharing
the book. Depending on the type of book and the student's own preference, there wefe'several
thirkShe could do. We changed this list every other month just for variety. Stnclentioften con-
tributed their ideas for book sharing.

1. Write a play on the scene he liked best and get other students to -help him act it
out.

__MaJce a puppet show around the main idea of the book.

, Make a diorama on a scene from the book.

.4. if it is a' biography, dress up as the person and tell about yourself, entertain ques-
tions,and see if the class can guss who you are.

5. Have them try and sell the book to the class by telling the main parts. The person
who buys it pan read it next!

6. Write a review ofthe book for the class newspaper..

'7. Make a slide show of the book fur the class. Use blank slides to write and .draw
pictures, with music and narration to supplement it.

8. Write a newspaper article about the boOk or the exciting parts in it.

9.. Have the class write a simplified version .of the book making their own illustra-
tions and cover. Others could read this mini-version to see if they wouldlike to
read the book.

19; DO the same as Number .9, but give ,the mini-version to a lower grade.

11. Write to the author and/or the illustrator and ask them any questions about the
book: 'Generally, the authors responded and answered inquisitive questions like
"Why did you write.the book?" and "Howdid you name the main character?"

12. Make a booklet from Copied paragraphs from the book .you've read. Each one
must be descriptive. You should be able to form a mental picture from it. Copy
paragraphs that describe animals or characters or a descriptive, exciting scene.
Have the group draw a picture from what you've written.

13. Make papier-mache, .wire or pipe cleaner figures Of characters in a setting from the
book.
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14. Play 'Character Chain." A' leader names a character from his book. He calls upon
a player ,in the group to respond by naming- another character from .any book
whose name begins with the first letter of the first or last name of the leader's
chosen character. He Must do so before the leader, counts to ten. He also must
name the book from .which he took his charactk If he can't do it during the
.allotted time, he is out and the leader calls someone else. If he gets it right, he
becomes the leader.

15. Same as aboVe"Name the Title:" Group leader calls out the name of a character
in a book. He calls on someone "to give the title of the book.

16. Write a letter to a friend or the librarian recommending the book and cite the
specific reasons for such a recommendatiOn.

17. Cut out a Sunday comic strip with characters like .those in the book you have
. read. Example: Mutt and Jeff characters (2 men, wife and mother-in-law). Write

in a /Conversation that your characters could have, matching it with the action in
the pictures.

with18. Make-Believe cards. Pass out cards ..to several' students with a set of. directions.
These directions pertain to something a character does in your book. Example: if ..

you read Racing Mechanic, you could pass out &card With directions to make be-
lieve you are a mechanie.:A person could make motions to show changing a tire or
fixing the engine. The group tries to guess the directiOis. This can be done before
you tell about the book.

19. Write vocabulary words &Om yoUr book on 3 x 5 cards, leaving spaCe for defini-
tions. Pia the cards into a box. Divide the group into teams. Each player draws a
.carci and writes a definition on the card withOut the use of a dictionary. The teams
line up for a spelling match; The first in line on Team &reads his definition to the
.first player on .TeaM B. If the player on Team B identified the Wind, he makes a
point for hii team. If he does not know the word and it is' agreed that the word
was clearly defined, the player pn Team A who read the definition tells. the Word
and scores one point for his team. Player 1 on Team B then reads hisfirst defini-d.
tion to Player 2 on Team A. Thelast playefori Team B reads his definition to ff.;
first .player on Team A. The team with the most points after allr the definitions
have been read, wins.

20.. A Dictionary Game. The person sharing a book selects10 to:15 vocabulary words
from his book. He looks' up a word and jots down .the page number and the col -
umn.' He divides the class into two teams. The first person on each team has a dic-
tionary0ie pronounces a word' and the people look up the word-is quickly as
possible., The first person to find the word shouts out the column and po.:,c
ber. A point is scored. the dictionary is then passed to the second team. The .,

game continues Mail all the words are looked up: Highest score Wins.

Some claiS projects were:

1. Vote for the book of the month.

2. Make a bullein board display of new words found in reading.

3. Vote for t'14 best author.,

4. Vote for the best mystery, fiction, biography, non-fiction, etc.
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5. Have a group of students that will re /c1 to younger students.

6. Have a poetry reading or seance.

7. Have a book swap day.

. .8; Have some students make a tape
While reading the book.

9... Have students act out main parts
book the scene is from.

10. Have some kids work with the li
they could make displays, ha
month.

/of a book that can be listened to on headsets

rom boas and have the class try to. guess which

rarianiand hive .a "Mystery Month" during which
readings and plays related to the thenie of the

It was not necessary that a stude share every book he read since this became tedious.
It was up to the teacher and student as t ow much he liked the book; and if the book lent it--
self to a presentation, we would suggests iat he..tlo an activity ;with it.

Within a few days of the con rence, the student should have chosen another' book,
filled out a book slip and the teacher h ye recorded the next due date.

Other ideas we fOund useftil f r supplementing the reading program were:

I. 'Magazine rackteacher/ an assign interesting articles periodically..

2: Newspaper -rack7greatifor class discussions on controversial. topics or just for fun

reading.
,

3. , Readers';Digest for ildren.

4. Scholastic Individualized Reading Program..

5. Phonics .and skill sheets for remedial workcan make, em up or tear. them out of
old Workbooks an texts.

.
Envelopes contail ing.cut-up comics for kids to putin order to, helpwith sequence:

. Kids enjoy this. /

7. Stories orpict res made up by students also cu up to help with.seqUence.
. .

8.. .. Crossword p#zlesmade.up by teacher and/o students...

9. SRA kit, Gyilier kit, or short stories Cut .ou .from books to help in specific areas.

10.. Library Sampler.Learning Research 'A ociates. for kids to sample bOOlts for
future reading and to develOp an appre iation for literature. Kit contains, excerpts
from boOks and summaries of some o kids can Sample a new book to see if he
would like to read it. It also has som work on more Specific reading 'problems.

SAMPLE QUEST'.ONS FOR CONFERENCE CARDS

In making up the conference card.we had questions of varying types.. The first ques-
tions on the card were related to recalling specific information from the book, Then we asked
questions thatlwent beyond the bookinferential-type questions.

Here i a sampleof general comprehension questions:

1. /bescribe the main character of the book.

es,("'
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2. Give the main idea of the book.

3. Does any character in the book have a problem to solve?

I4.. What makes you like one character more than another?

5. I What event'in the story did you like the best?

6. Did the book end the way you wanted it to?

7*. How did the story get the title it had? Do you feel it is appropriate?

Here is a, sample of inferential -type. questions:

1. DO you think the story could have taken place in another time and another..loca-

don?

If you were the main character in the book, would you have done anything dif-

ferently?.

If you were the author, would you have ended the book differently?.

4.

5.

6

Have you had any of the experiences that the main character.had?

What makes a great mystery?.
/

If .you were the investigator, would you have gone About solving the mystery the

same' way he did?

7. What makei a champicin? /.
8. What-is your favorite sport? Why?

9. If the. animals could talk like the ones in this story, what would you ask them..

10. Describe how the author felt about animals.

Would you. recommend this book to anyone in the class.

There are many other types of questions and certain questions can apply to any book.

It was no easy job changing our reading program to a more individu4zed one There

was a lot of organization and record keeping involved. Since each student -read his own book at

his own rate, it was easy for us to lose track of what was going on in the room.. The student
could also become overwhelmed if he did not keep track of his reading.. So it was important for

both. of Ifs and the student to keep due dates; conferences, and sharing of books up-to-date.

For variation, we added interesting supplementary material to the reading Trogram
periodically. Class or group discussions on newspaper or magazine articles are often exciting.
Class plays on favorite stores can be fun.
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V. MATH,

We felt math could be an exciting subject for our kids and for us because it lends itself

to many manipulative activities. Many teachers, however, fear math or feel unsure of the sub-

ject. Students sense this insecurity and many of them feel this way also. We thoUght that if we

could make the subject fun and alive, we could instill-this.excitement.in the student.

Esther took over 'a class in the middle of the year Her special subject was math. It so
happened' the previous teacher didn't particularly like the subject and as a result, the class

hated it ACtually they didn't understand it and were afraid of it. Esther involved -them in all

kinds of gaines, concrete manipulation of objects, and in many honiemade individualized cards

which taught particular concepts. Soon the class didn't find math so overrwhelining and foggy.

Esther had laid the'subject out for them and exposed them to various' tildes of learning math.

It was important for the student to feel some control over a subject and to have some

confidence in himself to handle it This.was especially true with math. One approach w#4 found

successful was a multi-text approach. This program was developed in a Summer Workihop in
Watertown in which-jane was one of the participants. This program used three differeni texts,
'games, manipulative. objects (Cuisinaire rods,, pattern blocks, cubes, etc.), and homemade aCti-

another rather concrete in approach. The third book lay somewhere between con'crete ess and
vity. cards. .The three' texts chosen differed in approach and style. One was very 'con:fitual,

abstractness. In the Workshop, Jane went through° the books And rfi'ade up individual7prortms .

on each concept. There were three different programs varying in difficulty. Program 1 was

more difficult and dealt, with more conceptual programs; program 2 was similar with more con-

k

Crete problems assigned; and program 3 was for slower students and dealt mainly with concrete
problems. Jane then used this program in her class. Using this idea, Esther made up a.similar.
program using the books that were available to her in her system.

She used the classroom text as a base and tried to find two different math books to
complement it All that was needed was five copies of each boOk and the Teachers'.Editions.
She selected a text that was more challenging for the top students and a self-explanatory text
with more concrete examples for the slower ones,. Here Esther truly assumed that the classroom
text was geared to the average student. Math became more interesting to kids because they

could use math texts with different approaches. At the same time the student was learning dif-

ferent ways of attacking the same problem .

Once Esther decided on her first unit, she took the three books home and worked out
separate programs of varying difficulties. (You can make up many Programs as you want on

each unit.); She found three to be satisfactory because it covered the range in her. classroom,
She used the diagnostic test along with her knowledge of the students' abilities to place them

in a program. The placements, a program were not final and she frequently moved students
froni program to program. Esther supplemented the plans by bringing in pertinent games and
manipulative activity cards, and she gave lessons whenever appropriate.



Whenever the students had any Ili ffic utty , they could ask a classmate. or E'sther for
help. There were times-assigned to see the teacher if a new concept was to be learned. Lessons
Were still given on problem areas, or to teach new concepts to groups of kids. Cumulative tests
were given at the end of each unit. .

In &der to initiate this type of prograin in the clasSroom, Esther made up a diagnostic.'
test which contained a sanvling of concepts, applications and computational skills. In this way
she could discern the various weaknesses of certain students. After the test she decided the
units of study for the,-class. Some of the units included place value, problem solving, addition,
subtraction, fractions,inultiplication, division, symmetry, decimals, and graphing.,

13'

Suggestions and a Sample for Implenienting an Individualized Math Program

1. Each child had a notebook in which he, kept hikprograms and did his work.

The student corrected his own work and 'recorded the score on the top of the page. It
was unworkable for the teacher to correct so many pages daily. 1,f we had Students, who
were irresponsible in correcting' the :own work, we spoke to thOm and corrected their
*fork for a While. Also, before a student got the Teachers' Gui#, we 'would initial the
nnaK was a quick check to see-that all the work Wai*done. . 'r
We checked students' work progress by going over their math notebook daily with
them. Some students' work didn't need to' be checked daily. It-was up to us to decide
who could work longer independently,
We made up a test for the end of each unit which each student took whenever he com-
pleted .the unit. Sometimes, if we iet A student was proficient in a particular unit, we
gave him the test first.. If he did well by predetermined criteria, he could skipall or part
of the unit.

We kept all math texts in a centrally located place in the room.

We kept the Teachers' Edition separate froin the texts but also in: an acceisibl place in
the room. --
If many 'students :came to us with the same problem, we got thetrOogether in a group
and reviewed the'concept .in question.

We had students work together on fun type activities, graphing data, measurement or
making a mathematical instrument. .

We kept students moving through the programs. If the program was too easy for certain
students, we crossed opt. pages or eliminated problems.he already knew.-We sometimes
.gave him the.unit test and had him move on.

'10. 'We used more capable students to help explain concepts to other students. It was nice
to see one od ask another for some. help on something he "doesn't.get.

We continued making programs on units, since students moved through the prOgrams
at different rates. r-

1'M We expected a minimum requireMent from the students. We found two pages a day to
be about right. This, of Course; is flexible. Whatever the student/did not finish, was his
hotneworkralong with other sheets that were assigned to kids who needed the practice.

. 41110466,
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Here is a sample section ,o a math plaii:.

UNIT: Introduction tat F.
Covers concep
parts.

'KEY: "MER" Dl
"HORN"L

Program

actions Grade 6 Ifidividualized Math
equivalent fractions, lowest terms, identifying of fractional

cc

'ng Mathematics. 6 Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company
fig Elementary Mathematics Holt, Rinehart Winston,
Wesley Elementary School Math Addison 'Wesley CoMpan

1, _ .

Program II Program Ill

Intrrduce unit' to group that . are ready by : HORN pgs. 149453.
Have class play Co petitive Fractions, Fractions Ari:As:.Easy As Pie; ke One
Spend several laso using pattern blocks and .Cuisinaii:04-ods for visua stimulation and cor.,
ceptucil understand g.

MER o. 76 all 1
p: 77, 7-10.

'A.W. p. 126, 1-6
A.W. Discussion49. 12

A.W. p. 124 all
p. 125, 1-9

MER p. 79, 1-7
MER p. 80, 1-3 .

Test Test

Not all pages
on a page always assi
st ents to do, Thi1;4,

lApf a difficu

Activity Car

We

On vario
and. pu
probl m cards.

HORN p. 149 all
p. 150 all.

p. 327, set 2,0
HORN p. 166 Discussion

.

Test
_ .

i .eaCh ,book.on a particular topic are used. ithel are all the problems
ed. There is no need to include too many of t e same type problems for

is often what makes math a chore for kids. *seussion" means the be-.
aspect of the unit and the student should see the

,

I

teacher. ,,,,
, .

/

.

pund'a good way to supplement our math programi was to make up several cards
concepts for the students who, needed practice. We tore out math Workbook pages

them on oaktag. We made separate answer cards Or put answers OK the back of the.

For example, a card on Lattices reinforcel addition.

SAMPLE:

10 11 12 13 14
5. 6 7 8 9

1 2 3 4
5 -4 -3 -2 -1

6+ = .16 ++ 7 0 10. -3-* =

=

-2++4,=1:1

'4++ + =f1E] 14+ + + + + + =

9+4 + + -i +A-4- 4.= 0

Occasionally we assigned these cards in the individual programs nr later for remedial
\ . ,
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. work. The cards also provided. a 'change. of pace for the students and another Mode to work
with. We also purchased commercially made.car)kand used them in the indiyfidual programs,
and we ran off worksheetS regularly for help in various' concepts.

.

Games and Projects ..

; We developed many fun and easy math games to reinforce certain concepts. Many were
Modeled *after card games that children already know how. to 'play and enjoy. They include
"Crazy Eights," itish," "Old-Maid". and "War." Here are some id "as we used:

1. Old Maid F'ractions-

a. Make up 25 rairs of equivalent fractions, i.e., 1/2, 5/10, 2/3, 4/6,..2/6f1/3,
3/9, 1/5, 2/10, 3/15, 4/20, 1/4, 5/20, 2/8, 3/12, 6/12,'2/12, 6/36, 1/6,
6/36, 3/18, . . . .

Make one Old Maid card. The Old Maid.could be. some figure like

4/12,
2/12;

Four players can play and.the dealer deals out all the cards. Players put down any
matches they have Two equivalent fractions make a match. Each player.picks a
card from the player to the left of him. When a player has a match, he discards
the two cards. The _gayer who,is stuck with the Old Maid is the Old Maid. This
game may be varied in many ways.

Variations- .

a, .Matching multiple probleins 2 x 3, 1 ,2(' 6, 5 x 1 x 16, 3 x 6, x'2 3 + 3 + 2, .

4 x 2, 'etc. The degree.of problem'. difficulty can be varied.

b.

per
Matching. fractions'anddccimals..50, 50/100, .7;. 7/10, .2, 2/10.:

istifClii-ng percept and de'Cimais .5.0, 50%,..7, 70%, .20%

d. Matching division problems 25/.5, 5, 12/4,.3, 6/3, 2, 10)5, 2, .etc

There are many.otheintatcheh that can be made.

:Fish
This game is placi like. the card game "Fish." Mike:a dec of cards (52) using matcheS
as aboVe. Dealer deals seven cards to each player. The ob'ect is.to get as many packs as
possible. A pack consists of two or four cards .that. mak a match, i.e :, 2 + 4 - 1, 2.4- 3

5 + 10, 25 10. A. player.may ask for a "5" card from the player to his left. If he do
nut get it. he: picks from the deck. The player with. the most packs at the -end of t e
game (when there are no mor; cards to pick froin)wins..

War and ,Crazy. Eighis can be made .1.; dbOye using the rules.of the card games thern,
selVes.

We sometimes used fewer cards and Varied many of the.gaines.i0ds also enjoyed Mak-.

in4.up games and we often asked them to do so; ,:4".. j
.."

,-)
e,

aFOri convenience, we include at the end of this chapter list of commercial' games
which vv'e found helpful. We've used most of them and thdids seeinedto enjoy them. .

7

t.
111 AtII 3
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Graphing-Bar, line--- Information obtained from class by individual students.

a. ages f. favorite TV show

b. birthdays g. most popular rock group

c. bedtimes h. height

d. best subject pictures f animals, etc. Plan out sets -of points

e. plant groWth
'which wli n connected will be' some object 'ani-

mal.' Kids an OA their own points and havelother

U. Measurenient

a. Distance from the classroom to other rooms.
We had different students use different measuring devices and later compare .re-.
sults. They used trundle wheel or.yardstick, or marked off by walking.

We extended measurement outside the clasiroom to find.the perimeter and area
of their favorite room at home.

We introduced scale. drawing by having the students make blueprints of their
dream house.

d. To determine volume we .114. the class.use blocks and-construct models for each.
other.

III. Tangrain ketiyities . .

a. We had the class put puzzles together:

b. On paper, we had the class make designs and pictures of certain places, trace them
and exchange them with othersttidents.

IV. Geometric" Designs _- .

a. Making curves from .straight lines by 'connecting points..

b. . Making pictures by using Only certain `geometric shapes

C! allenges..

.a. Kids submit\math problems and. puzzles on oaktag to the Class:. COuld be called

"math fair." \\
b: Kids.tnake mat "Mini-books." which teach-a. concept. For example; subtraction

with' borrowing. These books can be given , to students in the lower grades to try
'. out. Illustrations an be included.

studen:s s lye the "mystery" picture. These an be
added math cardto t e collection.

temperature of different rooms

0

c.

VI.. Tax Returns
, .
, .

We. obtained income Ta\( Return forms from the local 'bank.In groups, we discussed
the various questions an the terms used (exemption, deduction, dividend, etc.).We
gave the necessary information such as income, sAyings, etc., and tht: students per-
formed the operations. Very, interesting activity! \

1

1
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. By using somc of these activities,. math 'was-reallyeXciting.for us and the class. We felt
we owed it to ourselveS and the class to get away from the boredom of a single textbook. Who
knows, maybe your students will, begin to like math! And how about you?

Math Materiiils

Games and Manipulatives

1. Heads Up Creative Publications, Inc., Bridge Street, Watertown,
+ and - equations, intermediate

Ntimble - Creative Publications,
+ and by 3, intermediate

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Cover Up
nuniber facts, lower.ancl upper .elementary

Krypto -- Creative Onblications.;
card games, +, x, intermediate

Prime Drag -..Creative PUblications,. Inc.
dice game with board, primary and composite, intermediate

Attribute Games Problems Creative Publications, Inc.
measurement, sets, geonietric shapes, primary and..intermediate

Chip, Trading
good for multibase activities; primary and intermediate

Massachusetts

Geoboards Creative Publications, Inc.
measurement, geometry, fractions, primary and intermediate.

Mirror Cords. Webster Division.of McGraw Hill .

. 330 West 42nd Street, New York; .New York 10036
.geometry and syinm -try, primary and intermediate

.10. Muhl/actor Cr. e ativePubliCationslinc.
multiplication facts machine, intermediate

11. Tangedm .Creative Publications, Inc.
measurement, geometry, primary and intermediate

12.. Trundle I.Pheel Creative Publications Inc.
measure yards, intermediate

13. Competitive Fractions
intermediate

14. Math Match Creative Publications, Inc.
card games, numbers,geometry, sets, Primary and intermediate

15. Cuisinaire Rods

all levels

16. Dienes Blocks

all levels

Cuisinaire Company of America
12 Church. Street, New Rochelle, New York 10805

Herdei & Herder, Inc,
232 Madison Avenue,. New York, New York 10016



17 Soma Puzzles
intermediate

.18 Winning Touch
intermediate

"19 Addo & Multo
primiq and inter ediate

Cards nd Worksheets

1: . Addison Wej ey Activity cards, Addison W sley Publishing Company, Inc.
Reading.. M ssachusetts

numiro concepts, available at all element y levels.

Afte ath 1,2,3,4 Creative Pliiblications, I c.
enric ment, fun activities, intermediate plus

'cMillan Activity Cards MacMillan Com s any
. 866 Thifsl Aven e, New York, New.York 10022

concept cards, primary and intermediate )1:

Tangramath Creative Publications, Inc.
shapes, area, primary and intermediate

5. Benefic Press
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VI. LANGUAGE ARTS

The problem with language is that in the area of grammar, the same content is'taught
from Grade 3 on. We felt. grammar was impottant in that it related to the student's ability to
:clearly communicate his ideas to 'others. We felt that it was important for the student to know
how to correctly, use the wordsin a sentence. For us it was imperative not to divorce grammar
from writing. Giimmar could not,be..taught in a vacuum;it had to be taught in relation to the

. student's written work.
.. . , .

i We felt that of all the school .subjects, graniMar was the least conducive to chan . We

found it to be a rather limited area with regard to creating more exciting and interesting acti-

vities ...HoWever, we also realized that grammar would continue to be taught rigorously. The

. following are some ideas we developed to make grammar more interesting and student cen-

teredl $

.

Activity açds

W nde .good use of ',English' workbooks. We. cut up several books and stapled the
pages on akta ,.anci of them in a "Grammar Box." Eventually, we built up a collection of
two or tht e cardkai each part of speech, punctuation, etc; Whenever we taught a certain con-

.

,cept or reviewed one through ;discussion, board work .and/or lessons, students worked on these

cards . They .kept the an4ers.'in a:notebook which also had a score 'Sheet. They corrected their
own work by using the Teachers' Guide.

We did 'the,same thing with homemade and ciimmereially 'prepared worksheets. Rather
than .run off a. set for the entire clasS,..we-ran off a few.of each and stapled them to oaktag and
added them to the "Grammar Box." We found these cards to be more satisfactory than just
textbook exercises,, because students who forgot a concept during the year could always refer
back to the box, Students also enjoyed being able, to go to the box to choose a card on 'their.

own.

The idea of making up cards in all subjects really fits into our desire to have students
work independently at their own pace, make choices and have more control over their work;

Another type of card we used to motivate students to practice grammar concepts was
the,"rnini-inclex-Card." We used 3 x 5 cards and put them into a packet for easy access. The im-.
portant idea in these cards was to. make them brief and. fun. We made up cards on each part of
skmech. We tried to write brief;, humorous stories leaving our certain words, such as the correct
tense of any verb. We also madeup cards on capitalization and punctuation. These were parti-
cularly good for the slower students or the bored ones, and were often assigned to any student
needing ;telp in a specific area.

45
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Games.

Other interesting cards that we made and that were more game otientediriclUded:

.1. Write as many NOUNS as you can think of in a minute. Have one student time another.
This can be done with all parts Of speech..

2. Anothet,actiiiity which we Used to reinforce the learning of certain parts of-speech.was
the making of noun books, verb.Sooks, adjective books, Example: Students cut up Pic-
turcs that rcprcscnt nouns, cut out noun words, makeup their own nouns, and make a :
summary statement on nouns at the end of the \book. These were available in The classes

and students referred back to .them when they forgot a certain part of speech.

3. .List as many five- letter words as you can in a minute,

4. List as many double -vowel lierbs as you can think:of in two minutes.

5. List as many words beginning with the letter "S" as you can in one minute.

6. Homonyms .arc words which . SOUND alike but mean something different and are
spelled differently. ExaMple: sea -.see. List as many.as you can in three minutes.

.7. . Synonyms are words that mean the same but are spelled diff,c,rently.Example.: house

. home, List 'is many pairs as you can in three minutes. .

. Antonyms are words that mean the opposite. Example: cold - hot. List as.Many pairs
of opposites as you can in three minutes.

Get together with another studentand play "Jotto." Each player thinks of a.fitte-letter:
'word and writes it down. The object of the: game is for the players to gueis each other's .

secret word.. Player A in 'turn Says a five-letter, word to player B. Player B tells how
many letters' in the word are in his own secret word, Player B then names a five-letter
word to player A. Player A tells how many letters in the word are in his secret word.

Example: Player A's secret word is SHIRT..
. Player B's secret word is HORSE.

Player A says :the word "Night" to player B, Player .B answers, "One." He doesn't tell
which letter is alike (the "h"). Player A writes down "Night" with .a "1" beside it.
Player B' guesses."House." Player A answers, "4," Player B records -"House" with "4" .
beside it. The first one to guess his opponent's word is the winner. .

10. Get four other' people to play.Password, two pairs and a moderator. The moderator ob- .

tains a word packet frOm the teacher. .(The teacher .shOuld have word packets made up
from their spelling, vocabulary used in social studies. or words the students.have made
up: Words should be of the same level of difficulty.) Use directions from Pa.iiword TV.

-gaffe.

Make cards dealing with the sensesVouch, Taste, Smell, Hearing, Sight. What is your
favorite dessert? Write as many words as you can think of .to describe it,.

12. Describe your feeling when your team won the championship in

13. 'The game of Concentration can be played using antonyms, synonyms:i.or homonyms.
It involves .two, three or four players, and the' object is to get as many matches as poS-

siblc.
RULES:
We played with cards on which were the words to be Matched. These cards were. put in

.

pockets (like those in a library book) and the pockets were stuck to a felt board. The
first player turned over a. card in the pocket so that the word was displayed. He had to

11.



theri try. to find he inatch.to the card and turn it over. (This is obviously. hard to do on
the first play of the game since none of the.cards have been turned over previously;) If
a match is made, he takes the cards.(i.e., right, write) and takes anOther turn. He now
has one match. If no match is made, both cards are again turned (Aker arietheitext-,m-
son takes his turn. The idea-is to concentrate on the .cards that have been turned over/

. and remember where they are in order to make a match. --

The .game can also be 'played using cards that the students can .arrange. face doWn orki a

desk or the floor in a 4 x. 5. or 4.x. 6 array. The students then turn over the cards and
try to find matches. .

_ . .
.

14. . Another of Jane's small group activities was to have a -student write a sentence with
.specific number of words. .(Example: Write a sentence with.nine words. Student seri..
tence,- "After school today I .am. going to play baseball.") The 'student cuts up his n4ie-
:wciiTI.sentence. He turns over one word and tells it to the'group. Everyone writes. down.
what they think the sentence might be -using_ that word. The student checksif anyone
.guessed his sentence. :If not, he then -turns over another word and the students again
Write down what they think the sentence is. This continues until all the words have .

been revealed or until someone, guesses the sentence correctly:Sometimes the sentence
will be gueSsecl.on the fifth or sixth word. The first person to identify thesentence has
the opportunity to write hii own sentence. The purpose of this:game is to help kids .

learn the parts of speech .a .sentence 'must contain and those.that make 'the sentence
more interesting.

. e
.

15: Another thing. we tried .was .the "Cube Game." We used this.to reinforce knowledge of
parts, of speech and for externporaneops oral, continuous stories 'made up by.a group.'
For parts of speech; 2' noun cubes 'one with six singular nouns

one .with six plural nouns.
2 verb'cubes --- one with- six singular. verbs ,

one withsix plural verbs
an adjective cube
a 'prorioun cube
a preposition cube
an ,interjection cube
an adverb cube .

a Conjunction cube.

0

We put these cubes in a box and made up cards with various directions. Students drew,
a card and/read the directions to a partner or a group and followed tbetn.. The partner's
group deCided whether or not it was correct. Each card had'points )16n the bottom and a
certain. number of points was a winner. Some sample directions for the cards for
"Cubp'Game" are

a. /Select any two cubes, roll them and make a sentence.

b.;' Select any three cubes, roll them and make a sentence.

c Select any four cubes, roll them and make a sentence.

cl. Select any five cubes, roll them and make a sentence.

e. Select any six cubes, roll thetri and make a sentence.

f. Select as many cubes as you want and roll them to make the longest sentence you .

can.
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g. Make a sentence with no adjectives.

h. Roll out every cube and maxe.the longest sentence-you can.

i. Make a sentence with a pronoun, adjective and verb.

Occasionally we involved the whole group in.one activity with :the cubes: We had some-:

One roll out a. sentence which was.to be the. beginning sentence in a story. Or someone
rolled out a sentence and a student had to identify the various parts of speech. If he
couldn't do it, another stUdent tried.

.16. "The Letter Game" can. be a group aCtivity or put on cards. We tried it with th ntire
group, at first. A student, suggests any fiVe letters (Example: henps), and the class ies
to think of a sentence of fiveolkords beginning with those five letters, in that order. .\

Happy, excited Noreen plays. sweetly.
Herman exchanged new plastie.slipS.
Heartbroken Eileen noticed people staring.

In, the lower gtades, we used. only three letters (Example: cam).

Cats are marvelous.
Children. attend meetings..

"Word Fun." was.another game that prevented spelling and, vocabularylroin..beconiing
a bore to study and a chore to work..with. Some things Esther didin fourth' and .fifth
grade were to make crossword or other types 'of puzzles with words. Every. week she
.made a crossword 'puzzle on .the spelling words or other. words studied: After doing the
.puzZle; the kids could make up one of their own,

. Other word activities we tried were making up puzzles with words hidden in them for
'kids to find.

QV 1.r
c b o y.

n e z y f
Kids used this type of puzzle to make..wOrds by using only adjacent letters, i.e., boat.
This was not limited to spelling words. We used sports figUres, animals, science words,
etc. Kids got very adept at making their own puzzles and scrambled words: If someone
couldn't figure one out, we directed him to the person. who made up the puzzle, The.
creator was very smug and told the inquii:et how easy' it was. Then he gave clues until
the two of them were jumping up and down, one trying to find the word, the. other
telling him when he was close.

Esther made up other activities with words and put them on cards in a box called
"Word Fun." On each card was an activity to do, i.e., "Make as many words as you
can, starting with the word 'sit,' by changing only one letter at a time;" (This is end-
less.) Another activity was to unscramble the words ENISKA,.OROD, DWRO, LZUPZE,
or "Try 'to get from the word `card' 6..the word 'stop? by making only one change at a
time or by rearranging the letters" (card, cart, cart, past, post, stop). There were many
ways to do this and many words that we used as "beginners" and "enders,"

We also used fun cards with phonetics to help students work at certain blends and
sounds by looking for them. in puzzles or other games.



Creative Writing

Creative writing was a topic we had daily. We found it helped students to learn how to
express themselves. There were, infinite possibilities of interesting things to do.'

To begin, we had several small group lessons where we gave Students starter sentences
throughdut the. writing of a short story. We gave six to eight students an introductory phrase
from which to make. a complete .sentence. Students really had to think to link the story to-

,

gether, so. that it Made sense. --:

EXAMPLE:

As a purple grasshopper\flew overhead
.. All Of.a sudden a cold, grey cloud covered the sky,

As he gasped for breath

Students then read their stories, to each other and were surprised as to the differences among
the stories.

.r° To help some kids in writing, we made up 3 x 5 cards on which was a Nall picture cut
from a magazine. These were called "Thought Cards" or "Story Cards" and were helpful to the
kids. who found it hard, to think of a topic to write about: The card also had some questions on
it to help the stUdent. For instance, one card had a picture of a little girl and a teddy bear sit.;
ting at a table drinking . The questions were, "What are they talking about? Do you think they
are celebrating something? What are they drinking?" Sometimes the questions .were moi\eten-
eral since some kids answer only the .questions and don't really write a story. With these kids
we worked more closely and tried to get them to talk about the picture' and not just give an-
swers to the questions. Often they personalized it in some way and could then write more easi-
ly. It was fun to read these aloud .and ,lompare stories on the same pictures.-Later we had stu-
dents find pictures dealing with particular themeshappiness, sadness, nature, objects, anitiials,
etc. Students selected any theme for a week and made a booklet .'of several piCtures"dealing
with that theme and wrote a story or a collection of stories for the booklet.

Other story cards did not have pictures, but starter sentences. "One Morning Joey woke
up and he had no 'haircon his head. What happened?" Kids had fun Writing about these and
making up their own, starter sentences for other kids. We alSo :gave this idea to the primary
grade teachers. They modified their starter sentences somewhat and reported that their classes
really enjoyed the method. Also, the younger kids found it fun to draw'a picture or a design
nd write about it.. .: .

Another kind of writing that was interesting was process writing (involves specificity
and arity in description and directions). In this, kids usually gave directions of some kind for
someone else to follow. The class had fun making up their own recipes and putting them in
recipe books. One girl even brought in a delicacy that consisted of coffee grinds, dried leaves
and tomato jOice which had to be blended in a: very special way.

One of our most enjoyable projects in this area was making up games and the directions
to play them. Some of the games weiequite good and we played them for a long time after-
wards. Kids found that writing rules and directions to the' games wasn't so easy. They had to
be very clear on the meaning of their terms. When the games were being played, questions were
asked about the meaning of a particular rule or direction.

Another project 'was to draw a detailed map to your house from the school and giv
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directions how to get there Again; thp whole issue of clarity and specifidity came up as stu-
dents 'scrutinized each other maps. Theylearned to deal with'problems in clarity' and it was a

different kind of writing they enjoyed.

Other ideas we found fu were describing someone in the ciass'and trying to guess who

it was; desCribing animals and try g to guess what kind of animal; and making a gory menu
where we were invited to Danny's 'D to have baked stuffed intestine with*blood juice. Choco-
late. earlobes sprinkled with toenails as also popular. Where else would you have such an op-
portunity to try such culinary delights but in the classroom where anything goes if you write,

it so?
1

-- Records were a good inspirationa source. We used various reco cs to listen to and
write about. One day Esther brought in ma ch music and asked the class .t listen to it for a
while. She played it over and this time she as ed them to think of adjectives that the music re-
minded them of. They wrote these on the b d. She played the record again and this time
asked for action words on the board. The ilex time she played the music, the class wrote *a
short. story, with the help of the music and the words on the board.. The class particularly en
joyed fast -ritisic,.and marching music' inspired, a variety of stories. The .students wrote about

. parades, ele.,tion campaigns, wars and science fiction.,Not all kids enjoyed writing to mu.iic. It
may have been too abstract to them, especially to those who found it difficult to write at all.
For most kids,' however, the ask provided a good hase .--_ start with.

,

. The kids enjoyed taping noises like traffic, running water, glasses. knocking together,
Q. people talking, etc. which we played back to the class. We asked them to write a story about

what was gOing on. One tape of people laughing or crying and talking together, with the noise
of glasses in the background, evoked different storiesa funeral, a wedding party, a dance, a
supermarket, etc. When the students heard each other's stories; they were amazed at the dif-
feren ideas the kids had had. There were such remarks as,. "Hey, that was a good one!" or "I
didn't think of anything like that!" I,

A project in connection with reading was to write to the author of a book which a stu-
dent h d enjoyed. One girl loved horses and wrote to the author .of a book she had read about
horses. though the letter was never answere, she enjoyed writing it and the book remained
special o her. One girl also wrote to an illustrator of a dog book and received sample pictures.
of dogs. In this way, books become special to kids and they gain confidence in their, writing
and see it as a vehicle for getting things done.

.POETRY

One area Esther's class found exciting was Haiku. In general; kids don't like poetry..
Occasionally we found some kids who liked reading or listening to it, but for them there had
been too much emphasis on symbolism, and abstractness. Kids found poetry hard to under-
stand when reading it, never mind writing it themselves. But Haiku was different. There was a
structure in Haiku that helped kids write it and there wasn't much concern for rhyming. They
could write about anything they wanted within the 5,7,5 syllable structure.

We started by reading some Haiku from books and posters. Esther passed out some of
the poems and we talked about what they meant.'We found the topics quite ordinary and easi-

ly understood.



tort kiafig

\
Apples green and new
Climbed the tree to capture some

. What a stomach ache . . .

Thii one told about someone who got a stomach. ache from eating green apples. The students
were having great fun since they finally understood the meaning, of some poetry. They were
alio interested in the style of Haiku in which subjects and verbs were often left out and sen-
tences were not always complete, but the meaning came across. The only rule was that there .

be three lines. The first and third lines had It, have five .syllables and the' second line, seven.
. There were .variations on this bask structure. The students .found this a good and easy

Lure on which 'to get started. Soon .they were writing about sports, nature, winter, friendilup
summer and peace: They also drew pictures to go along with their Haiku. Later we had a
"Haiku Hour" where we read all our favorites. Esther put them on 'ditto. masters so the clasi
could have a collection of their oWn'Haiku.It was thoroughly enjoyable.

"Haiku"
by Elaine Cacciola Grade 5

Falling and playing
Building snowmen and sledding
On the soft white snow

The line is a song-
"Everything is beautiful"
Now put in a poem

Running down the street
Playing and fooling around
Kids on a spring day

Another form of 'poetry. the 'class enjoyed was. Cinquain. This is French and is pro-
nounced sin-quane. It has five lines. The first and last lines each have one word which give the
main idea of the poem. The second line has two words;.the third, three; and the fourth has
four, all describing the topic chosen:Here is one written by Erica Lindberg.

People .

Black, white
Mean and nice

, Mothers, fathers, artists, photographers
Different ,
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STORIES AND BOOKS

For Halloween, Esther's class planned a "Spooky Hour." They wrote their own spooky
stories to be read aloud. Esther brought in some dry ice and put it in a punch bowl. The lights

were turned off and the shades were drawn. The students had flashlights and sat in a circle on

the floor around the bOwl of dry ,ice which oozed its vapor into the glow of the flashIlights. In
this atmosphere the class, read their spooky stories which. now seemed more real. They were
really "spooked" and listened .carefully to-ill the stories: It was a fun tiine and not easily for-

gotten.

Another creative writing idea Esther's class enjoyed was the developnient of a story
over a period, of one week. After studying their books, the class tried their hand at writing their

own. Esther ptit a list of topics on a sheet of paper from which the students could choose and

sign up fp!, (mystery, ghost, humorous, sports). After they signed up, they hard to think of who.,
their characters would be and, how to introduce them. We went,back to Oe grammar book's
explanation of the beginning of a story and now it,seemed to make better sWnse. They saw how

some ideas-helped and those that really didn't apply weren't rigorously adhered to Kids gave
the stories their own. twists. Some used a dream technique in which tile whole story was .a
dream, Others used .a flashback effect. Some liked writing in a fantasy-lik fashion where their
plants and animals came alive. We never reel tieie techniques in theigrammar book. Kids
had just adopted'styles they liked froth their own reading. /

t

The students wrote a little. every. day for four days. While writing we discussed what
makes a good ending and other' parts of a story. On Friday, those who wanted to, read theirs
to the class. Kids love to hear each other's stories since many of them, are often in the stories.
The kids voiced their opTions of :what they heard and we talked about what made a good mys-

terytery or a funny story. They seemed ,have enjoyed authorship and displayed their works in
our "Atithors'. Corner."

Those who wanted to, had their stories mitneographed.for,eisure reading .

We eventually got into book production with the class. DisossiOtis of what 'makes a
good book,who will read your books, how you make covers,rthe importance of illuitrations
and the content, resulted in the class prOdueing books for all grade levels in.the.sehOol and
sending some of them to the Children's Hospital. Those who didn't want to make books be-

.came proofreaders, evaluators, Illustrators, typists and laminators. This was an on- going activity
for the 'entire year..Books ranged in size from tiny to gigantic: Therriei varied fromThe Book
of Faces to Mystery at the Manse inn.

We made book covers frOin cardboard and Wallpaper with ring and staple bindings.

The sharing of books witWother students in the school became so popular that teachers
requested students from our rooms to go into their classes and conduct bookmaking techniques
With small groups. The school librarian provided a special section in the library for books made
by studentethe catalogued them and they were checked out frequently.

CLASS Ne'WSPAPER

Another on-going activity which Jane's class started in October was a class newspaper 7
which eventually. Incatne the school newspaper. She started by bringing in various newspapers.
The class compared them and discussed the various sections and their production. They visited

t-f-)
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the Boston Globe and d;citlCd it:_wouldbe fun to have their own elasS newspaper. The class de-,

,cided as. a group. theiections they should, include: The sections were'General News; Sports,.

Girls' Pages with Derir..0abby, Fun, and Puzzle Section, Stories:and Miscellaneous which
included. Lost-'& Found, Advertisements and Announcements. Kids volunteered, to Write for
various sections and an editor vVas chosen to make sure everytne wrote information in tiihe for

Each group working on-a section inet, to decide what would be of interest. Rather than,.

.
publishing stories, poeMs and articles from our class only., contributions were .accepted from
Other rooms as well In the beginning: Very few of the other classes sent itt,mate 1 for the
paper, but :after a .fel;i, issues in which the kids saw their names, toncof Material came ,oaring
in Eventually. the class decided'to put out two issues, one for K7-3 and one for 4-6..

initiate school. interest,. they had an editorial section in which *students could wri
and tell their .views on school -wide issues, such as school lunch program, playground. facilities.
assemblies,_ and.pets-411.41m,slassroom: interviews and surveys .were conducted school -wide
covering- such topics as .the,most pOpular. Bruins...player and where they would like to on a
:field tripEveiituallralreontribUtionsleceiVed,could riot be published. A group of students
was forMed to either_ascept- or reject. them. _Often. Certain things would become popular and

.-we'd-receive tell "Find the Hockey -Players Game, or .five.'`Unscrailible the Animals Game."..

One .0 0)blern Jane and the dass encountered was that.- in .the beginning everyone was
enthusiastic but only a few did' all -the work. So. the class .decided that everyone should do at
least two things foil:.each AlsO, everyone..'wouldhelp- with the typing, .proofreading, or-
ganizing. designing 0ic front page, printing, assembling and. delivering.

. At the. end of the_year, the class spent. almost the month of June 'writing a special
summer issue. The issue contained `lengthy keative stories;laormation obtained from :the

.

Towrik. Rect_ation Commission on special eveffts and different park activities, and informiftion
from qle library on mods, book clubs, plays and lecturesavailable throughout the sunnier.

`in-coming-Oasses .each year ask if they can have a class .newspaper.As a result, Jane has
set up' aInewspaper area which consists of a large table with.- several in And ofit.bOxes, a type-
writer, foldem .papeFi---pens.and pencils. Each class adds .its.own personality to-the, ne Nspaper
and ,comes up with better and more original ideas and improvement's:Classes alway.s enjoy. re--
viewing old iSsu.es..Which. are catalogued in the library.

P1.73LIC

Another form of _creative, expression is public speaking. Wei began some .activit4.$ in
pUblic speaking towards the end of the year. We included five categories: fiction, iionficeion,.
surprise, humor and.opinion. Each category contained appropriate cards with starter sentences,
i.e.. "Just as I rounded th-corner i saw " (fiction). We inadeoaktag envelopes to mark
the different categories, and cads were placed in .these enifelopes. The. students could
choose any ;envelope and speak to another. poi son (later to more thaii one person) on the topic.
The rules were: stand when talking, speak clearly and loudly, put. hands where theyivon't. be
played With, .and thifik before you begin to-speak. There was no time minimum. Some kids
preferred going out of the room with another student to speak more privately Others liked to
get up on the reading platform and talk to. a few people. Some came in early before school
started 'to do their public caking with some .friends. The listener(s) were 'asked, to make any
helpful suggestions. In his schedule, the speaker would record the topic and any comments that

, r
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were made, i.e. "Fiction: 'As I turned the corner 'Spoke too fast, said 'Oh' too much,
good loud voice." The most common suggestion given to the speakers t+$' not to say ."and"

*aticl!"uli" so much.
.

a

The students seemed to. enjoy public speaking as there was rieit much attention br .
.*braVado put on it. They just chose a topic. they wanted and Shared it with a classmate..Some

were quite shy at first, but as they saw it was mainly in their own hands - -no marks, no stand=

ing on displeY, and ,no .threatsthey became more relaxed..Speaking in front of others is ..diffk

cult, .eSpecially. for. children who..get to speak so -infrequently in school. anyway.. We made. pub=-

lic speaking an assignment with .some guidelines and.that'Seerned to be enough tO.have it taken

Once the kids were started we left them alone except to talk about 'how and what,

they were doing in their Speeches.* Now. and then We sat, in on some, of the speeches, but only

when we felt welcomed..
:4;

. A fun activity :that. we used to go.along with public speaking was to haveStudents try

to .talk on a topic fOr one minute without Stopping This was more of a -game and the kids:
found it hard, but fun to try. On a..card which we ptit.in*the reading corner; we wrote, "Try to.

talk for one mintit(1..on anything without stopping." Whcn kids would try it, they would call.
others. to witness their feat: It was then.that they saw it was not that easy and otheAids- would

be challenged totry it This activity was .a good way to break into public speaking, It helped

kids get over keling of self-consciousness when -talking- infront of others.

-PLAYS
.

.
..

An activity that, combined creative writing an4 pfiblic speaking skills was the writing

and performance. of plays. .

..,,

Last Spring after Jane's class'ilad experience writing short plays, performing in them,

and had done a la of extemporaneous speaking, the-Class and shedecided to try a big produc-

.tion. The class and Jane .brought in books with plays, one of *WhIch.was Al Cullam's Shake

Hands:with Shakespeare. The class gravitated toward these plays .and Jane discussed Elizabethan

drama. Finally,.they 'made a decision to perform "Romeo and Juliet."
.

. .
It turned out to be quite an undertaking. There. were ,some. problems, Some students

had difficulty in learning their lines, so provisions were made in the'daily schedule for students.*..

to sign up in one-half-hPur segments to help each other. Once the,yleatne.d their lines, we_con-

centrated on the acting. Eventually, the class meshed 'aS a group and worked cooperatively on

costumes, scenery, programs ;light *:and staging. :

4

The boys, after some dis scions, agreed to wear tights and dance with:the. girls during.
.

the,.Ballroom Scene. The students who played Romeo and Juliet developed a "crush" on each

other. .

After six weeks of rehearsal,Ithe play was ready. The class put on two perfPrmances
: one for Grades. IC-3, the other for Grades. 4.6. The response from the student body and the

faculty was so overwhelming that the class decided to`-have a 'night performance. Parents,
friends, relatives, teachers and students were invited and the performance. was superb, One
teacher:remarked that she had paid $8.50 to see the stage play and these students were'just as
professional and were outstanding in their acting ability. It was a night that my class and I will

never forged-
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VII. SCIENCE

Science was the-.one subject Jane really feared teaching. Jane believed she had to have a

great deal of scientific knowledge in order to teach science 'e/..TeCiively. When a.student at
'eleinientaq level, .science for.,her had been demonstratiOns by a teacher, no experimentation
with Ma terials,just reading and learning from.a 'science text. As a result, when it came to teach-
ing her own class,' she was aware that science should be fun and exciting, 4nct she really haato

.Work,at clia?iging her attitude.. and approach .towards it. One thing.she decided :Was to learn
science with her class. The emphasis of her program:was on the student's own way of learning,-,
through discoveri exploration, through real expCriences rather than abstract....

. Materials that encouraged the child to devise }:is own experiMents were the
Scie5we Kits:: Jane first used these with the entire class participating at once. Basically, each kit
consisted of a Teachers' Guide which suggested several. questions that could be pursued by the
students and the materials 4111d eqUiPMCIlt necessary for experimental and.intuitivelearning.
Often, the directiOn of a unit depended upon the discoveries of the students. These unitsWere
supplemented with ieference books, additional eCluipmenrs worksheets, reportS; field trips and
group sharing of ideas...

When using.these kits, Jane realized .that she didn't neat. in-depth scientific knOwledge,
0.4.

just the ability to answer a Child's question with suggestions of.What.he could do or .where he
find infeitination .supporting hip obserVations.and interpretationsof experinients.

. .

One unit she really enjoyed sharing with her class was the Bones link This unit cdpi-
talizes on children's .natural interest in skeletons by engaging them M. real activities with bones.
The class divided.into groups .and each grolip asseMbled.a skeleton from a'boX.of loos.boiL;so-
inink, cat or rabbit. Pietures of various skeletons were available. for reference. The class began
to learn the names of the bones and discussed. the similarities and /or differences to their own
skeleton. In building tip the unit, Jane had purchased an -Unissernbled. human skeleton.which.
each group assembled. , 4.4!

The high point of the unit was always the..making of a chicken skeletori...Each group
brought. in money and Jane purchased chickens at a local farm. The'variousgroups started by

. plucking the chickens; cleaning. them out; ide.ntifying the innards and boiling them for several
hOurs. They then cleaned,; dried, .sandpapered, Assembled and eventually glued, together a
Standing chicken skeleton; Of course, this activity took several weeks to,scomPlete! It was such
apopular activity that Jane became known as "the chicken, teacher" to the rest of the school.
InVariably. each new year on the first day. of school a-student would ask her, "Are we going. to
do chickens this.year?"

.
EVQtituaily, as 'o-Ur classrooms became more individualized, we began. to look at the

place science had in dur total program:Science, we believed, shouldbe anon -going activity in
the classroom. throughout the 'day.. We felt the children should be constantly observing, gather -
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ing information, interpreting it and communicating ideas with. each Other. In order to do this,
we developed a science area. The area was a large workingspac:: containing materials from the
BSS Science Kits such as microscopes, slides, measuring devices, containers of all sizes, etc.

We took various units and made .up Question Cards' fromrthe suggestions given in the
Teachers' Guide. Sometimes we posed one problem for the class 'to, solve, .A sample problem
from the Structure Unit was, "Who can span the longest distance using only straws and pins?"

0 AlsO Made were several individual cards for many units listing the materials needed and the
problem involved. Children made up their own cards for problems that they wanted to solve.

An individual card by a student from the StrUcture Unit read, "Using only 50 straWs, 8 ounces

of clay and 25 straight pins, make the tallest and the strongest tower you can."

For the Batteries and Bulbs. Unit we.nrde up, these individual cards:

1. Using only one battery, one bulb and one wire, light the bulb in as many different ways
as you can Draw or write 'down your discoveries.

2. Now light the bulb by adding a light bulb holder.

How many batteries does it take to burn out a bulb? Take burnt bulb apart and draw
what you see, Why do you think the bulbwon't light any more?

Set up a circuit using four bulbs, four bulb holders and as many batteries as.you need.
If One bulb burns out, witl all the light go out.?. Why or why not?

In workinewith fourth, fifth and sixth grade' students, we both. discovered an, almost
unanimous interest in animals. We had discussions with out classes to find out what they knew
about animals and what they would like to. know about them. Students in general wanted to
observe live animals and dissect dead ones! In order to organize their experiments with animals,

i.

7

we discussed grouping of animals with the entire class .By askingthotight-provoking questions,
we got kids to think about classifying the various animal groups. What is the smallest animal?
How. would you group flies, beetles and bees? In what group would. you find a robin? How
would you group a salmon and herring? What do you call animals that can live on land and in



the water? Suggest some animals and let's see if we can classify them. Eventually the class came

up with a simple classification that looked like this:

----..Invertebrates Vertebrates (Cold-blooded)

1. Protozoa 8. Fish

2. Sponges 9. Amphibians
3. Worms 10. Reptiles
4. Mollusks
5. Insects

Vertebrates (Warm-blooded)

-6. Spiders. 11. Birds .

7. Crabs 12. Maminals

The class decided to attempt.to find protozoa in ponds and try to keep.them alive in school for
observation under 'a microscope. They looked up information and wrote down the different
kinds. We' ordered some paramecium from the Connecticut Valley Supply Company,* Inc.
There 'was so much excitement over observing. these one-celled animals! The students drew
what they .saw and made :comparisons. with ,each other.

Eventually, every 'a'nimal group was studed and students brought in samples, did re-

ports, observed and dissected whenever possible. During the. year we dissected clams, sponges,.
worms, grasshoppers, crabs, frogS and chickens. Most were .brought in by the students and
some were ordered. from the biology' supply company. Someone' found a clumP of frog's eggs
and we got them to hatch and watched their development closely., This led to the establishinent
of a terrarium. We already had an aquarium, a rabbit, nine gerbils.and four white mice!

In the springtime, Jane's class decided. to have a Science Fair. Some grout:2 did experi-
.

mentsinvolv fish, gerbils and mice...All goups set up controlled experiments in which con-
as for both ima

1

I

u
*swere t.the, same cept for one factor': The groups devised questions .to

test a factor.Some d

1. licw does a diet of 6ily. water and cereal affect a gerbil?

2. Who moves 'faster throtighe maze, the male or the female gerbil?

3. Does livin Charles Riverwater aftect a goldfish's reaction to light and his speed in
swimming'

4. I. Which mouse ill climb the trellis faster to reach the 'food?

5. Which gerbil run' the most on the exercise -wheel?

Case studieF of% al 'experiments performed by ,biologists investigating activities of
mammals were discussed in elation to the students', own investigations. Groups got together
informally in the month' prioro the Fair to discuss recordkeePing; testing techniques and dis-
coveries. Not everyone did. a.prbject on. animals: Some did experiments with detergents, plants
and photography.

The entire school was invite to the Fair at which time the "scientific experts" ex-
plained their study.

Atipther interesting unit which E S has developed is Kids, Cameras, and.Communities.
Perhaps the most exciting day in teaching s the day eve gave everyone in our classes ,a cathera.
Some stNients were very appreciative. One sid, "I've never taken a picture hi my life. Thank
you." ThiS unit was really flexible. We used it ih,relation to social studies, science and language.
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'When the class went out into the community to interview how people felt'about their work,

. Jane had the students take pictures.of them-doing their jobs..

: :
Esther did. Photo Essays with her dais: Each student. selected a theme and .took pic-

tures illustrating it. The pictures were developed by the class and Put into a booklet,. The stu-

dents wrote about their- pictures and shared their books with each other and the various grades..

Some of the themes were Signs of Winter, the History of Our Town, Important People in My.- .

Life, .My Pets, My Family, and Sports I Like. '.'

. .
.

The unit-provided for the. developing and printing of the pictures in the.classroom. Stu-

dents often developed a real interest in photography outside of school. . -: r
Another unit that Esther did was having kids experiment with various liquids. She

wanted them to think about such concepts as density, Viscosity.*and heaping. To do'. this she

mas/ie up itidividnal. question cards for experiinentatiOn. She used simple. materials from the

- ESS Kit of Kitchen Physicaeyedroppers, small.cups, water bottles. of oil,. alcohol, detergent..

-and cards. . .
.

. .

/ .
.

. .

SAMPLE CARD:

Materials Needed: Eyedropper, ,oil, water, alcohol, hree small cups
,Questions: Do the drops of different liqUidi differ 'n size?

.1

Hint: Count. how many drops it Would take to get to a certain. level on a cup.
Do 'this with ill three 'liquids..

Log or Graph, your reSults.

There were about 15 cards With about 15. different questions. Students were to try two experi-.

ments daily and either log' or graph their results. Some of the experiments only took a few

minutes.) After approximately two weeks, Esther had a "Hot Chocelate and C okie" Science

discussion about. the results of the students' experinients. Students brought thei science book-

lets to .the. discussion. Esther began by posing one question and asking what kind Of results

were obtainedit. was revealed through discussion that there were many different answers to.

the same quespron:. They discuSse.d why this happened. Students theniselves introduced theidea

'of human cry/or, i.e., some people counted two. drops as one, some drops were smaller;or bigger

than others and some .people counted haphazardly. ThPs, they learned an important lesson in

experimenter error in addition to the information they learned from the eXperiments.
.

A research project which stemmed from the kids' interest. in animals was "Dog Day."
Each chose his favorite, breed and anyone who had dog bOoks brought thern4n to share with

the class. 'Esther also brought in a variety of dog bOoks. The research continued for two weeks.

during which time students gathered information on dog care,origin of breed,- temperament,

etc. Then came "Dog Day." when the kids brought their dogs to school on teddies; Cings was

held in the.school yard. Each individual showed his dog and told about hire and'ansWered ques-

tions. Some kids borrowed neighbor's dogs on which they had done research. Arrangements

were made beforehand for the dogs to be picked up immediately after the discussions Some of

the dogs present were Amy, a toy poodle:. Buster, a German shepherd; Blackie1, a Labrador re-

.- triever; .Bruneau, a Newfoundland;. Chang Chang Yetty, a .Lhasa Apso:' Coco, the mutt; and
Spunky, the mongrel. (You can imagine what this morning was like!) However, the' kids never

forgot this e.xperience. It was always mentioned as one of the highlights of the year.
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We did many other units similar. in style to those 'above on either our 9wn.interests or
the kids' interests. Other topics included:

1.. Spices and Herbs Culminating activity, the preparation of food
2. Space Travel
3. Ecology

We. tried to combine kids'. interests, teacher's expertise, resea. rching,.experimenting, re-
porting and meaningful culminating activities.imi all the.units we made.up.

LIST GT KITS

ESS, Bridge Street, WatertoWn, Massachusetts

Batteries and Bulbs, intermediate
Bones, intermediate
Growing Seeds, primary or intermediate
Clay Boats, primary
Balancing, primary
Kitchen Physics, intermediate
Pendulums, intermediate
BrineShrimp, primary or intermediate
Meal Worms, primary
Kids, Cameras and Communities, intermediate
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VIII. SOCIAL STUDIES.

Our particular school system had a rationale. for social studies which was humanistic
and Man-centered. The student studied man so that he could deal with issues that confronted

him by asking significant, valid, important. questions. These questions had to 'be important

both the student and the teacher because they are embarked upon a mutual course O. study. .

.
This program involved the use of many disciplines such as history, geograph , sociology,

anthropology, psychology, archeology, and economics. Content or information was essential,
but not as an end' in itself! What the student learned was based on the individual learning char-

acteristics and the pedagogic style of the teacher.. The student was not the passive receiver of

information, but rather the active participant in the process of learning.

Sounds nice??? But .what do'-you .do when you have 24, 1956 Editions Of a social

studies book at the sixth grade level. These books told you that Vietnam's only problem was

the lack of machinery and modern ways of living!!' Faced with this problem, Jane tried a num-
her of things..Discussions were .held and the class talked about things they would like to study..

Many. were interested 'in finding out about early man. Some wanted to talk ,bout the current

issues -war, pollution, jails;' civil rights, crime, taxes; and their town. Because of the wide
variety of interests, and the three combination fifth and sixth grades, the intermediate teachers

got together. f hey decided to offer eight to ten week mini-courses for electives. Students could

elect a course of their own interest and teachers had the opportunity to teach and develop in:
teresting topics. Teachers brought In their own materials, ordered materials on preview, bor-
rowed from other schools and generally focused on teaching a course they had knowledge of
and in whiCh students had indicated an interest. We found that by varying the topics, the
teachers, and the approach in .social sttidies, we kept students constantly excited about what

they were doing.

One of Jane's most successful units was the Travel Unit. This unit' was designed by .the
students themselves. They decided where of all the places in the world they would most' like to
Visit. After deciding where, they had, to plan:an itinerary for One month. After doing research,
each groupmade a presentatiOn to the rest of the class in order to "sell" their' trip. The Class
had rating sheets to fill out on each group.

It was a real experience for kids. Jane assisted by bringing in books on various i!Oun-
tries, slides from the places sL. had visited, travel brochures, and pictures. She provided blank
filmstrip and slide§ so a group could make their own films and slides. The students called the
airlines for prices, visited. travel agencies, brought in 'pictures and products,. wrote brochures,
made posters and tapes; did A wits and interviewed 'people who had visited the various. places.

The group that rec 1 the hignest rating had chosen Japan and Hawaii. They began

the presentation by enterit.t, the class in kimonos and playing a tape featuring the glockenspiel.
They greeted the class in Japanese and showed a film they made by drawing on 'film strip the
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important places in each city they were visiting. They gave a short explanation with the strip.
Slidet on Japanese writing were shown which explained some of the Japanese symbols.Many
objects such aS chops.ticks,,i3uddlia;clogs, etc. were used to entice the class, into asking ques-

tions. They stopped in HaWaii an the i,vay ho:ne.,They showed slides of the bombing of Pearl
Harbor hick I had obtained When went to Hawaii), during which one student gave a de-
tailed,. n-depth account of that day. They visited some of islands via homemade slides and

sample of black sand from a beach on Maui. Also., they related' iniportant information
ne ed to make the trip a success such aS.where and what you needed to do to get a passport,
the temperature during the visit so you could bring apprOpriate clothing, the .money .System,
how certain hotels, restaurants and tours were rated and how one changed money into tray.,
elers' checks. All in all, at the end, of this group's presentation., the class:felt therhad been in
Japan and.Hawaii. .

One year when Jane was pilOting Man, A ,Course of Study,.she usect.thiS *gram as a
core - curriculum. : This year-long course by EDC is a, comparative study of the life cycles of three
animal groups and an in-depth study of a primitive society, the Netsilik Eskinio: Students used
their own backgrounds and experiences as a basis from which to compareand contrast them-
selves to:the animal groups'and the Netsilik Eskimo.

Saidenis wrote creative Stories based on the issues: explored in the units., Spelling. be,,
came the ibcabulary from the units. ScienCe evolved as researehinto other animal groups that
had similar behavioral patterns. Students began to read about other cultures and discusSed the
similarities and /or differences to their own cult*. Actual case studies of, other cultures were

". reviewed. Issues such as'genocide, tile treatment of old people,. the cultural.differences in up-
bringing, the attitudes of today's generation and our parents' generation on war., prejudice,
gbvernmenti: etc. were explored: events became a platform 'for discUssing our feelings

on what was happening :everywhere.
.

. .

The entire'ycar was sPent dealing with the significant questions that concern man every-
where: Who am P What makes me human? Why do I act as I do in a group?. How does the en-.
vironment affect my behavior? What are .the. same concerns I have that men everyWhere hays?
How do men everywhere solve.theit'universal prObleMs? .

. .

Esther's class particularly enjoyed two projeCts. One was,. "Be a President." The class
expressed a desire to know more about the presidents' lives and the type of men they were.
Each student chose a president they wanted to study. There was some overlap in chalices, but. a
variety of presidents were chosen. The choices Were to remain a secret and each student.re-.
searched his choice. A group of students also-got together and 'traced pictures of all. the presi-
dents and made a time-line of them around -the__rooin.._ After a couple of w eks' research, each
'student dressed up as Iiis president (as he thought he Tooke a ucted a discussion with
the students who were to guess who he was. The students could ask questions about the man's
life and his term in office, The "President' also gave clues by talking about some of his1famous
accomplishments, education,. years in office, Vice President, etc. These discussions nne the
focus of our attentionipr a week. We had not only studied about the presidents, we.meit them!, .

They had come alive

. Another interesting project was the time capsule. The students c, uld either go back'or
forward in time. Their.task. was to represent a particular time period by artifacts. They had a
shoebox to be filled with objects that would try to tell someone unfamiliar-with the culture
what it. Was like,. it was as if we were all archeologists reconstructing a culture by the articles
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we found. One group that was reconstructing current American culture filled a metal box with

a Coke bottle, a STOP THE WAR.button, a computer card, a h ckey puck (the Bruins had

just won the Stanley 'Cup),.an Apollo stamp and a newspaper. hey buried the box in the

school yard and hoped that someday in the future it would he people to learn something
,

about our culture.

Esther used encyclopedia cards to help students learn ow to look up information in

the encyclopedia. These were cards she made up from topics e had selected from the ency-

clopedia. They were topics in which.students had expressed a interest or that Esther thought
they would enjoy. The card contained questions that requi ed reading information on the
topic. The students wrote their answers in a notebook. Even ually, students thought up their

own topics and made cards for-other people.
. .

For example:, Encyclopedia Card on Ice Cream

.. When and where .Was the first ice cream made, a d by whom?

2. Briefly, explain the process of making ice creaM.

3. What temperature is necessary for ice cream to freeze?

4. Do you think ice cream is nutritious?

S. What is your favorite flavor? ... ..............

\
...hese cards were put in a box arid assigned on a schedule and available for students to uje

throughout the year.

We tried to expose the students to current issues and make them aware of the wort
around them. We also 'tried to :develop research skills and map skills in our students. Project
were also used as a means to get students to work together and learn to plan their time effec-i

tively (for term projects).
4'.
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IX. ACTIVITY PERIO

. /
Afte several months of wolcing with a schedule, Esther. ound that the class had/gotten

very much tied 'to, them and woUld\ke disturbed by any interr ption of their worlc,,,This in-
cluded mu is and ak\specialists, assemblies, and any time she or a one had something to share
with them. hey. seemed to have no time for these "extras." The did 'their projeCts, choices
and other daily work, but would not go far beyond this since t ey had found .a routine in
which to get- most of their work done. Although assignments were often being changed, Esther
sensed that something was missing. It may have been that she was13ecoming bored with the
routine or that the class was ready for another phase to be added to ar program. .

Small Group Activities .

After much thought, she decided to set aside a long period of time during the day to
work on special activities.These activities included Weaving, instrument making: (from wood
and fishline)paperrnaking, photOgraphy,:macranie, paper Marbleiiing, theatre gaMes, cooking,
music expertMentatiOn, Crafts and games. Esther chose three or four different -activities each
week and posted them on oaktag. The students were.asked tosign up for an activity each day.
A good time to set aside was 11:30 - 12:30 as it was right before lunch and after recess. Some
activities were limited in number and some continued for a few weeks so that all the students.

i would/be able to participate in the activities they wintedipnce the students signed up, Esther
had to get each group started on an activity. She was fortunate.tO have two student teachers,
but When she was alone she chose only one activity that required her constant attention or
direction and another two that were more self-directing. Usually a student could run an activity

.after the first day: The first week's schedule looked like this.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

A. Making Music 1. 1, 1. 1., 1.

(Limit 6) 2. 2.. 2. 2.

3. 3. 3. 3. 3.

4, 4, .4. 4. 4.

5. 5. 5, 5.. 5.

6. 6. 6. 6. 6.

B. Spaghetti and

Toothpick
Structures
(No limit)
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C. Theatre Games 1. 1. 1.

(Limit 10) 2. 2. 2.

3. 3. 3.

4. 4. 4.

5. 5. 5.

6., 6. 6.

7. 7. 7.

8. 3. 8.

9. , 9. 9.

10. 10., 10.

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.

6. 6.

7. 7.

8. 8.

9.
9.

iv. 10.

Some students signed up for their preferences for the whole week; others signed.up daily. Only

theatre games needed Esther's presence so she explained how to make spaghetti and toothpick

structures using miniature marshmallows and colored toothpicks or spaghetti.. She sent that

group off to 'a corner to work. Esther had .borrowed the school instruments (bells, triangles,

xylophone, cymbals, etc.) for the music group, and they met inanother corner. She instructed:

them to experiment with the instruments for a while and then to make some music; that is,

make up a tune they liked. She took the theatre games group to an adjacent room where they

could actin private.

. Theatre games involved skits, improvisations, imagination, loosening up exercises, and

games. Esther recalls that in the first meeting she wanted:. the kids to loosen up so we started

by having an imaginary tug-of-war. We were really able to.almost feel the various actions and
subsequent reactions. We then got in a circle' and threw an imaginary ball around fora .while.

It was very hard for kidi to free up like this and many found it difficult 'pretend anything.

(Everyone needs.to pretend sometime; we can help our kids, too:) These activities also helped

students be more imaginative and creative, if only because they are not afraid to.pretend any

more and think they look silly. Some other games the class played were join the Action and

Black Magic.

Join the Action begins by someone acting 'out an action. There is no talking and the

spectators raise their hands when they discover what the person is doing. They are given the,

o.k. to join the action when the person points to them. Each person adds his interpretation in.

,a way he feels. it fits in, and in no time there is a group of kids working together acting out a

total action without one sound having been uttered. Usually I call an end to it and we discuss

the skit and the different actions in it. The students have taken part in great bands', parades,

classrooms, playgrounds, and have been expert acrobat's, furniture movers, and rock music stars.

Black Magic is a game in which a person is sent. out of the room and the group chooses
an object that person has to guess. Then a person is; chosen to ask the guesser questions on
which object it is. The trick is that the' person asking the questions always Jiames the chosen
object after he has named something black. For instance, let's say the object was the window. .

Joey, has to guess what it is and Marge is asking him. She says,' "Is it the pencil?", "Is it the.
floor?" "Is it the blackboard?' "Is it the window?" If Joey knows how to play, he,says no
each time until he hears black in blackboard and this is the clue that the next object is the one;
He, of course,. pretends to be telepathic and ,does a whole act 'before 'he says, "Yes, it's the
win'dow." This game is fun to play when some kids know the trick and others don't. They like

to play until someone new figures it out. I started by telling two people how to play and then
continued playing until others discovered the object of the game.
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There were many other games to play that were aimed at freeing up the students and
expanding. their imagination. Viola -Spelin's boob has somegood ideas for movement and act-

ing. Esther's class really enjoyed the activities and later got, into skits and improN ations. One
of her Most active participants in. theatre games was later on: the TV show "Zoom." Perhaps

she'll have other budding actors some day.

SUGGESTED. BOOKS FOR. TEAC FRS

Creative DramaticS by Gabriel arnfields

Development Through Drarna. lhy. Brian Way

Improvisations for the Theatre by Viola Spolin

Well, that was the first activity period and
to relax and plan for thingS.th do and share duri
.dual projects and. sparked interest for independ
program was now well-rounded and that. new II
time. Jane also. began using an activity period an
The activity period also becaine a time for stud
learn. Many of the activities that follow Were Su
interests.

Crafts and Projects

Other activity period projects. that went -live.r well were:weaving, photo essays, paper-
(making and .cooking. Our weaving wasdone onheavy rings 'sliced 'from. cardboard. tubes. We

. banged; nails into the rings and wove acrOss withi yarn Making-beautiful designs. This can also
be done on flat. Cardboard or 'wood int.c. which! a 'circle. of nails, has been banged. Here is a
sample of one of 'our designs.

I

it 'worked out very well.' The class later began
time..kbecame a time for many indivi-

.nt projects during class. Esther felt that the
ings could be experimented With during this
'found the same fulfilling feeling in her class.

,nts to bring in things they wanted to do or
gestions from the students or based on their
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The letters tell where the yarn was started and to where it Was stretched. The curve was made
using 'all' straight lines and the kids found it 'easy and furi to do. They recreated the pattern,
with another color starting further, to the left of "A" so as 'to make alarger.cirdle. This way the.
first color would be visible underneath. The class. also learried"some geometry, and made many
other beautiful .designs. They soon began to enjoy ..their own activity period ,more than art
class. Some of the students also taught the second grade: class how to MakesomeOf these de-
signs. The second graders. ended up decoratinkheir bulletimboards with these fantastic multi-
colored

.s.

creations. that 'were the talk of the sehool. Other than feellifig a bit jealous,' the class felt
proud to have started something new in'the scltpol.:.

. .
.

.

. The materials needed for paper marbleising are different colored paint:(iegular house,
tpaint),. water and a pan (baking pan). Dropia small' amount of differ nr.colors of paint into a

pan. of water. SWirl the colois around to niakerapleasing pattern.. La la piece of construction
:paper:over the paint design:Pick up the:paper and voila! niarbleized paper which can be used

to make nice cards, stationery, etc.
.

. . .

Photography was very exciting for the kids. 'The science corner was filled with photo,
graphic equipment. We used the'"Kids, Cameras,. and Communities" kit -put. out by ESS. All
the 'solutions were .mixed, labelect'and set on a table. The steps of the developing process were
written clearly along the table: The kids took' pictures of their neighborhood, nature, animals,
etc. 'with 'cameras. from the kit. After having watched the. developing process and carefully. gone
over the steps, they could develop the pictures they had- taken. Usually someone became, an

expert andlielped the..others develop their film. . ,

. -

Later the class made photo essays around 'a certain theme from the picturei they.had
taken. They made their own books in,which to put the piCtures. Some made great stories using

only the pictures while others made captions to go along; with their photographs..

Unfortunately, the piCtures. did not always come out The lighting could have been

poor or the student coilld have unknowingly exposed his film. Only after going through the'
whole developing' process did students: find this out; and. it was .pretty discouraging if it hap-
pened often. Some students had no desire to coririnue and some tried arin because they knew
why it had happened. Some students went beyond the introductory phase and used a better
camera to get better pictures. Esther had a student who set up' the developing process at home

because he became very interested in photography.

. Another enjoyable and interesting activity was to have guest lecturers Esther's.brother\
Mark came to tell the class how to prepare a slide with a specimen. for observation uncic the
microscope. The class was excited to have an expert come in especially to show ahem how to
do something. They had been working with slides themselves and enjoy..d the samples Mark
brought in. to show then). This also 'became ampecial event to them. 'Esther's htisband vsited
Jane's class to teach a group of students how to use a slide rule.

Recipes

. In cooking, we made our own ice cream, pizza, cookies and bread. This'activity was
limitW and was repeated so that everyone. had a chance to cook something. One week we had
pizza on Tuesday and ice cream on Thursday. A student could not sign up twice in that week.
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it was repeated until everyone had a chanceto make pizza or ice cream or both. We asked the
kids to bring in the ingredients so that the expense would not become too great for one per

son. Sonic of t4se could be mixed in a corner of the room and theli brought to the kitchen to
cook, or a stud6lt teacher or parent could take a group to the kitaien. (Hot plates are fine'it
there is no kitchen. -) Most of our concoctions were very goad-and Jane even had a Food Sale .

one day g which all her delicacies were sold.

SOME' DELICACIES! ,::

Ice Cream (Fanny Farmer Cookbook),--delicious and simple

2 egg whites 3 thsp confectidners' sugar
1/2 pint" double cream flavoring as desired

Whip egg whiles until stiff, whip cream very.,lightly.
Add eonfectioners' sugar and flavoring to the cream.
Lastly, fold egg whites lightly and`thoroughly into the cream.
Pour into refrigerator trays and freeze. .

Suggegted Flavorings: 112 tsp. vanilla extract
few drops peppermint extract
2 tsp.. coffee extract .

4 tbsp. crushed "tit (strawberries, pineapple,
bananas, cr, peaches),..,

1 tbsp. chocoratelpowder

White Bread

Pl4iceTin bowl and mix thOroughly.:
2 cups flour
3 tbsp. sugar

2-112 tsp. salt.
_6 tbs. liquid sh.ortening
1 pkg. active dry yeast

Add 1 cup warm water and 1 cup milk.
Beat 2 minutes with electric beater, add 1 cup flour, and.beat 2 additional

minutes.
Add additional flour as needed (approximately 3 more cups).
Kne'cl.
Grease-bowl and bread, and let rise in bowl 1'hour in warm place.
Punch down and divide into loaves.
Grease pans and bread, and let rise in pan 1 hour.
Bake in 400°F. oven for 40 minutes,

. (,..g.
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Make own dough or use frozen doughdefrosted d course!

Parsley flakes
Large can of ground peeled tomatoes
<Srnalltsp. garlic salt
Butter
Vegetable oil ,
Grated cheese mozzarella cheese

Grease cookie sheet, put dough on, salt andpepper dough.
Spread tomatoes over dough and sprinkle with garlic salt and parsley..
Cover with grated cheese and sliced mozzarella strips.
Shake oil over and spread with fork.
Bake at 400 °P. for. 25 to 30 minutes.

t .

Apple Crisp(Fanny\arnier Cookbook)
Butter a deep baking dish. Put. in: .

4 cups sliced\tart apples (peeled)
/2 cup water ess for juicy apples)

Mix with, a fork:,
314 cup flour
1 cup 'white or brown sugar .'
1 tsp. cinnamon
112 cupibutter (softened)
114 tsp. salt \

Spread over the apples. Bake, at 350°F. until apples are tender and craft is brown
(30 minutes). Serve with cream or ice cream.

..,.

Serves 8.



I3tSI

Class Projects

,a?y MINABLE

. ,

Here are two projects which involved the whole class working oward a common goal.

. THANKS GI VIM TEA.ST

discussing why we celebrate .Thanksgiving, iu-ggestitd-thatheyhave
their 0:.vn feast in cornmemoration. of that day. We decided to reur\fliAre.-ah9nt thi!

Thanksgiving And share it on Feast'. Day. We T planned to make as many of the things as;we \
could. Everyone contributed to the purchase of the food. One student's Whet. 'was the man:.

. -ager of a lOcal.,gracery store and he'donated a. 20-pound turkey. The claSs decided on a menu
- and Made a 'grocery list. $ix students and I went shopping with $12:00 and bought 'cider, ice

cream, corn, 'stuffing. ingrerhents, salad ingredients and dressing; nuts, butter and_candles.

Each day, For. two weekS pilot to Thanksgiving, groups of students brought in the ingre-
dients and made things.with parent Volunteers', They made four loaves of .bread, applesauce,
cranberry sauce and .four -apple pies .(all of which were then froen). .

The day before. the feast, two students cleaned .and stuffed the turkey, .I took the tur-
key home and-coOked it at a low.. temperature overnight. We finished cooking it in.School on
Wednesday. The room .was rearradged\by putting the tables.,,togetherto seat 26 people. They
were covered with linen tablecloths and set with plastic products. The father of one of my stun
dentswas a caterer who generously -supplioil these thingS.

p

.1

,

On the day of the feast, everyone came dressed as either a Pilgrim or an Indian. The
first part of the morning the students shared Thanksgiving. stories they had 'written or re-
searched. At 11:00 a.m., with the help of the principal who carved the turkey and two parents
who helped six students to serve, we all sat down to a fantastic meal. It was a rewarding exper-
ience to sit and celebrate Thanksgiving with all my students.

9
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CARNIVAL DAY

During a discussioa about the December issue of the class newspaper, Jine's class

started to talk about 'having an activity which would involve the entire school. One student

mentioned the idea of a carnival. Everyone got very' excited and began talking at once.

After checking with the principal, e class decided to have eight booths. Three people

would be responsible for creating an idea f r each booth. They would make or bring in what

was neededsigns, rn.terials flci prizes.

Afterseveral weeks of planning, these ere -the booths: /
1. Ding Toss. One student brought in fiv decanter liquor bottles, each:filled with differ-.

'wit colored water made with food col ring. This group make hoop4nd devised a ring

toss game.

.Bean Bag Throw. This group used.a ci cle cutter to cutout different sized'circles from

a large pieo of tri-wall,_The different sizes were worth various points. They also made

the bean bags. I

3. Gigantic' TiC-Tac-Toe. Also using cir' les cut from tri-wall, tbiS group used the'square

tiles on the floor for Tic-Tac-Toe. F. ur tri-wall circles' were marked with an "X", and

four with an "0.",Students who tri the game had to stand behind a line atid slide the

circles onto the hoard.about five fe t away. They got four trips to get thre ,. in a row.

Photography Booth. One ,group u edthe cameras .and. film from the Kids,. Cameras ancr-

,... tommiinitiesUnir and gook Pict res of kids. These were :later deVeloped and printed in

the classroom. and given out. .

5. White: Elephant . Table., Student colleeted articles for this from teachers, parents and
other kids: It was very popula with the lower grades. Thesekids did their-"Christmas

Shopping" here. .

.

.
i,

6: Crafts Table. Once a week e class .did a craft activity and &mated their. work. Some

of the thingS they w re "God's Eyes," batik prints, candles, block print greeting

cards, weavings, 'macrame toothpick: trees, and ornaments.* These things sold right

away. .

7. Baking Table; Everyone n the class made something to sell cookies,' brownies, Cakes.
This group cut up the c. kOs and sold the pieces. They, aLLosold popcorn, potato chips,

.and fudge.
.

8. Penny Pitch. One parent donated a Steel tub which this group :filled with water and in

which they floated plastic dessert cups. Kids ,stood at a distance and pitched pennies.
The prize for all the games was penny candy.

*Sechapter on activity period for directions. .

We asked all the students, teachers and specialists in, the schOol to trace their hands on

green construction paper. They then cut out these outlines, initialed them and sent them to

our room. We made a floor -to- ceiling Christmas tree in the auditorium ir:th the 700-plus hands

we. received. The saying above the tree was, u"The Phillips, School WiShes, the World a Merry

Christmas'."

On Carnival Day, everyone came early and set .up their booths in the auditorium.
Classes came down all day long arid participated in the activities. It was a great day for every-

one, including the Boston Globe Santa who received the proceed.; from this dayabout $40.
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X. TYPICAL DAY

"To live through a revolution is a delirious experience."

Seale and McConville

Now that we've shown you some of the how's and why's, we would like to describe
one of these typical days in our own classrooms.

The first thing Was to organize the day int,* large blocks of time. In the morning we
had a 2-1/2 hour uninterrupted period 'in which students worked on schedules and we gave in-
dividual and small group lessons. This was_followed by a short recess and lunch. AfternoOns
were for social' studies and activity periOd.

Usually a few kids came in before schoolsome to feed the animals, others to get
started on their daily schedule: It is not uncommon to see kids start their work without our
presence, because much of it is self-directed. After the morning bell, the rest of the class comes
pouring in. Quickly. they,. hang up, their coats and some start talking to friends, others wander
over to us to show what they have brought in. We call the students together for a morning
meeting. We remind them the logs on their plants are due today and that there will be a film
on the process of Photosynthesis at 10:30. Those interested can sign up for it. We also inform
the class that a lesson on quotation marks is to be given at 9:30 and everyone is to attend.
Anyone who wants a reading conference can hive it between now and 9:15. We found it im-
portant to inform. the class ahead of time about lessons and activities: so that the students
could better plan their time and not feel interrupted when doing their work. Any questions
that the students have are answered and any other announcements are made. For example,
some students ask for extra time for projects and ask if anyone can listento.him read his lines
for the class play. We also talk about a playbill Maria brought in and some local news on fires.

When the meeting breaks up, everyone scatters and begins their schedule. Some stu-
dents have trouble getting started and we usually get them going_ on a particular topic right
away. On an average morning, about three Students proceed to the reading corner to read in
privacy; four other studenti'take out their math schedule and work on their assignment for the

. day; and four sign out for the library for a 20-minute block of time to work on the Eskimo
research. project. Two kids are in the science corner updating their plant logs and two others
are selecting a topic from the public speaking cards for a spontaneous talk. During this time,
we re trying' to determine who is absent and obtain a lunch count.

We are soon involved in reading conferences and in helping individual students with
their work. This activity continues for approximately two hours during which time we also
give lessons on specific topics to various groups (helping lour students with addition of frac-
tions and later some others With two-number division). The class lesson on quotation marks is



given at the appropriate. time. The group _that signe
room to watch it Just before recess we have a me
done this morning and plan for the rest of the da
for recess: After recess, the students who have
us to be checked. Others continue with their
cipate in the activities they signed up for t
ing, some are working on a class newspaper
are involved in macrame and weaving.
then clean. up, cheek over their sched
work is taken home.) During this time
preyiotisly. When the bell ring's, the sit/

and/or projects. Some stay because
with us or friends. And the day is n t

p for the film sets up in a corner of the
ing so the students.can share what they've

After the meeting they clean up and go out
ompleted their work, bring their schedules-to

ork until lunch. After lunch the students para.
t'''day. Some are working on a play they are writ-

nesome are using this time for. extra help. Others
activity continues for aba4.4t an hour. The. students

s, and decide what to .tak& home. (Any unfinished
check those students' schedules who weren't, checked

dents leave at their leisure. Others ask for help' on math
e asked. for volunteers to set up a terrarium or ju't-to talk
nearly over.

"The common i eacher, i not cootxsor-arCilrile is bu:ging
with talent, with nsrgy,--artliViikun rstandink What we hu-
man:teachers have to 'give, ultimately, is ourse vesour own love

Pfor life, and for our subject, and our ability to respond to the
personaliconcerns of our students."

Terry Boston
Reach, Touch, and Teach
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